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----INFLUENCE OF INDUSTRIALISATION IN THE CAMPINAS

RURAL REGION (*)

Alfonso Trujillo Ferrari
Prof. of Rural Sociology at Sao Paulo's School
of Sociology and Political Sciences and the Cam
pinas' Catholic University's School of Research
Techniques and Methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Brazil's State of Sao Paulo is considered as the most industrialised,

however it would be a fallacy to consider that all counties comprised in this

state will be equally submitted to the same industrial effects, regardless of

having or not having industrial plants. Many of S. Paulo's counties are far from

that influence, as in the case of Bofete (1), Corumbatai, Morungaba, to mention

just a few. As a matter of fact, the center of industrialisation was exclusive

of the S. Paulo metropolis, but due to a series of ecological, social, politi -

cal and economical factors, the process of moving industries into the interior

began to become a reality, thus creating at least three industrialisation cen -

ters: 1) the ABC, made up of Santo Andre, Sao Bernardo and Sao Caetano, which

at first were S. Paulo satelite cities, until aproximately the year 1960. With

the growth of S. Paulo's urban center (greater Sao Paulo) they were incorpora -

ted to the metropolis, to the extent that the rural population is unimportant

(Santo Andr;'s population of 420,828 are distributed unevenly showing the urban

population as being 419,272 and that of the rural area as being 1,555: Sao Ber-

nardo's population comprises 202,505, with 189,913 for the city and 12,592 for

the rural area and Sao Caetano which boasts 151,012 people entirely confined to

the city, without any rural area and deprived of any possibility for territorial

expansion; the 2nd. sub-center is the Paraiba Valley, with Sao Jos; dos Campos

standing out as most important (with 150,000 people, the city sharing 134,896 of

its population and 15,988 living in the rural area) respectively as the axis of

a wider micro-region and 3rd) the Campinas region's sub-industrialisation pole ,

located in its peripheric depression, an area of early settlement, whose domina-

ting center is Campinas, with great importance in the industrial development pro

cess. The group of counties that make up the Campinas region is characteristic ,

due to possessing contrasting features with regards to its number of rural and

urban population, as will be seen further along. But what calls attention is that

(*) This survey is part of the 1971ATFX3-IPPACC Project consolidated for trai -
ning students of Social Sciences at Campinas' Catholic University. The method
used was framed through a randomic polietapical sampling and use was made of ae-
rophotogrametric surveys for limiting the universe. In securing the sample they
considered a 95,5% acceptance limit with 3 standard deviations being the sample
coverage 496, with an aproximate 5% margin of error. The most used techniques
for securing information were planned interviews, form filling and systematic
observation.
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this region shows a visible parting from the traditional habit of locating in -

dustries in the urban area, by placing them in the rural regions. On the other

hand the question rises, In which has the setting of industrial plants in Cam -

pinas' rural areas caused influence in the rural population's life? In which way

does this influence affect the social structure and the system of social and cul

tural values? Were such influences felt evenly or did they have local variati

ons by occupational sectors of the active rural population? In short, what should

stand out are the independent and itervenient variables which are more signifi -

cantly responsible for locating industry in the rural environment and for its of

fct in transforming the peasants. To measure this kind of valuation is much more

problematic than simply analysing the cause and effect or productor-product rela

tions of motivational variables in transforming rural society. The argument in

this case is to know the marked consequences of industrialisation in the rural

environment, by emphasizing not only its influences but, above all, stressing

that such influences will meet intervenient variables to accelerate, motivate or

transform these influences into speedy trends of social change, paralization or

weakening. These intervenient variables stand out as they are placed as indica -

ting variables of a supposed analysis scale, for which was necessary to consider

some basic hypothesis.

2. BASIC HYPOTHESIS

To obtain a clear, differential insight into the manner by which the

industrialisation influence is functioning in the Campinas rural area, it is ne

cessary to conceive basic hypothesis. Many of these hypothesis appear to be im-

plicit in the works of Wilkening (1) and Trujillo Ferrari (2). Such prepositi -

ons are:

1) Industrialisation in the rural environment or its influence tend to in-

crease the rural people's secondary social contacts considerably.

2) The secondary social contacts are more evident in the social or profes-

sional strata which are under direct influence of the industrialisation than in

those that are added to the region.

3) When the peasant is provided with a mass means of communication one can

diagnose that the traditional rural society has undergone an opening to the ef-

fects of the industrialisation process.

4) The rural population reached by T.V. programs tend to receive the spr,:a

ding of new ideas, habits, techniques, etc, in identical proportions to the in-

dustrialised urban regions, but assimilation is a 'result of the structural dif-

ferences prevailing in the country.

5) As industrialisation influence increases, so does the parents' educa -

tional concern as regards their children.

6) The groups that are constantly in contact with industrial activities ha

ye a higher educational level that those who are just being reached.



7) Innovation in production's traditional processes and in the use of the

soil by means of systematic cultures, through the application of crop protecti

on, mechanical implements, seed selection, soil analysis, technical consults -

tion, etc are evidence of the advanced stage of influence from the industriali

sation process.

8) Under the effects of industrialisation in the rural environment there

is an increase in the division of population work, toward industrial activi -

ties, and the same happening to specialisation.

9) The incorporation of specialised and professional works in the rural a

rea, becomes a means of social-cultural changes and structural mutations.

10) The specialisation of the farmer himself in agricultural tasks is a

reflex of the transformation stage of eminently farming societies under the

need of industrial requirements.

11) When the migration of the rural population to work in the factories

is noticeable, one can say that its effects are quite evident, thus producing

new life expectations.

12) The physical presence of some factories in the rural areas does not

necessarily mean a change in the country folks' life, when they are totally se

gregated from the tasks required by industrial living,

13) Besides the electrial appliances being an indication of the social e-

conomical status of the rural population, it is also an objective indication

for measuring the degree of influence caused by industrialisation.

14) Under the influence of industrialisation in the rural area, there is

a visible improvement in the sanitation levels of country folks society.

15) An objective indication of industrial influence in terms of harmful

results is when peasants who belong to different occupational and social groups

become aware of pollution.

16) Industrialisation causes great structural changes in the rural society

people.

17) The appearance of a middle class in the rural area proves that the in-

dustrialisation influence has taken such strides to the extent of having affec-

ted class impenetrability, thus favoring a greater social mobility.

18) The peasant's awareness about benefits and restrictions which facto -

ries provide in the rural area is a symptom of the changes in the traditional

social values.

3. CAMPINAS REGION AND ITS RURAL POPULATION

Although the Campinas region does not display a carefully precise bo-

undary, encompassing homogeneous social-economical, cultural and ecological ele

ments, it can be considered in connection with the influence and spreading out

of the industrial growth having the terciary activities as a focus of diffusion



and centralisation in Campinas City and other county seats. This region compri-

ses 23 counties, encompassing 7,803 square kilometers, in which there live

1,062,291 people. The geographic countryside is featured mainly by its periphe-

ral depression, and it is an old settling zone. The main pillars in strengthe -

ning the occupation and exploitation of the rural area were represented by the

Mogiana Railway Company meant for hauling export coffee in 1845 and the Paulis-

ta Railway Company, founded in 1872 aiming at the same goal. More recently the

Anhanguera Highway has become the center of the region's great industrial plants,

so that the flow of bus and train passengers, as well as the influence created

by Campinas in the field of education, work, etc, give an idea of the region's

approximate boundaries.

This region's rural population reaches 206,404 people, which means on

ly 19,43% of the total. However, not all of the counties boast 4/5 of its popu-

lation as being city dwellers, or living in the urban areas. There are counties,

such as Arthur Nogueira, where 68,70% of its population live in the country,and

the same applies to Jaguaritina (62,93%), Paulrnia (66,02%), Monte Mor (2,30%)

and Elias Fausto (52,21%). On the contrary, the counties which show a smaller per

centage of rural population are Campinas (10,59%), Limeira (15,21%), Piracicaba

(16,04%) and Pedreira (19,71%).

In the region, the rural population shows a greater number of males

(52,68%), whereas females reach the 47,32% mark. This is explained by the fact

that rural females seek the city to be hired as house maids or textile factory

workers, as in the case of Americana county. In this county's rural area there

are 1,901 women for 2,091 men, that is 47,62% of the weaker sex tend to remain

in the rural area. This percentage is constant in nearly all counties, only fal

ling in Indaiatuba to 46,10%. It could be said that percentually this .county un

dergoes a relatively small loss of its female population which migrates to the

county's urban areas or to other cities of the region.

The rural workers of this region do not make up antropogeographic ty-

pes as in other areas of Brazil, but social-economically they can be characte -

rized into seven prominence groups: 1) that of the "small farmers", 2rfarmers",

3) "orchard caretakers", 4) "farm hands", 5) "cropsharers" and leasers, 6)"admi

nistrators and farm managers" and 7) the workers dedicated to rural tasks but

who are not associated to the cathegory of hand laborers. This classification

can be synthesized in two large general groups: that of the "landowners" (far -

mers, small farmers, orchard caretakers) and that of "non owners" (made up by

the other group),

..
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TABLE N9 1

CAMPINAS REGION POPULATION DISTRIBUTED IN AREAS, 1970 *

Counties
Urban
number %

Suburban Rural
number % freq.

Total

1. Americana 62.666 94,11 3.999 5,99 66.665

2. Araras 41.119 76,47 12.655 23,53 53,774

3. Arthur Nogueira 3.200 31,30 7.025 68,70 10.225

4. Campinas 341.617 89,41 40.480 10,59 382,097

5. Conchal 4.484 56,05 3.371 42.91 7.855

6. Cordeiropolis 3.836 47,90 652. 8,14 3.520 43,95 8.008

7. CosmOpolis 7.038 57,94 5.110 42,06 12.148

8. Elias Fausto 2.445 39,68 499 8,10 3.217 52,21 6.161

9. Indaiatuba 22.436 73,18 8.223 26,82 30.659

10. Jaguariana 3.864 37,07 6.562 62,93 10.426

11. Limeira 63.742 69,65 13,854 15,14 13.919 15,21 91.515

12. Mogi Guagn 30.337 70,55 12.666 29,45 43.003

13. Mogi Mirim 28.660 78,28 7.955 21,72 36.615

14. Monte Mor 3.777 .47,52 14 0,18 4.157 52,30 7.948

15. Nova Odessa 6.277 74,86 2.109 25,14 8.386

16. Paullnia 3.682 33,98 7.154 66,02 10.836

17. Pedreira 12.142 80,29 2.981 19,71 15.123

18, Piracicaba 130.004 83,96 24.851 16,04 154.855

19. St9 Antonio da Posse 4.200 52,86 3.746 47,14 7.946

20. Sta Barbara D'Oest.e 22.466 72,07 8.707 27,93 31.173

21. Sumarg 15-444 65,41 8.167 34,59 23.611

22. Valinhos 19.944 64,62 10.920 35,38 30.864

23. Vinhedo 7.488 60,40 4.910 39,60 12.398

TOTAIS 840.868 15.019 206.404 1.062.291

79,15 1,4 19,43 (100,00)

*Source: Data from Brazil's VIII General Census, 1970 (preliminary Synopsis of

Demographic Census: Sao Paulo).

These two criteria Will be employed in the process of the analysis of the indus-

trialisation impact on the region. Inside typology, considering exclusively pro-

perty criteria, in many cases, the separation between/One group and another beco

mes spread. For the Sake of explanation, the "small faller" is the owner of land

that generally covers over two alqueires (24,200 M2) up to approximately 40 al -

queires. The "small farmer" generally lives in his property and exploits it him-

7



self along with the aid of his family; when the property is quite large he hi -

res some farm hands. It was discovered that a large part of the "small farmers"

(or "sitiantes") descend from early immigrants, particularly Italians, Russians,

Americans and Portuguese. Another part of the small farmers originate from other

parts of the state, who have settled in the area during the last thirty years.

The cultural standards and values of the latter are surrounded by a more accen -

tuated gamut of values provenient from the urban-metropolitan sub-culture (3) .

"Chacareiros" (Orchard caretakers) are the owners of "chacaras" (orchards, gro -

ves) less than two "alqueires" in size, many of them inclusively, practice the

so called "part time farming" (4) and are linked to urban standards, and they

perform, as well, bureaucratic functions in the city, changing into farmers over

the weekend, more as a motivation for their idle hours or as a mental hygiene .

These "fake" farmers generally have a caretaker who lives permanently in the pla

ce and who are in charge of the limited farm tasks and for which they are paid a

salary, generally the minimum wage in the region. The "chacareiros" themselves ,

are those who exploit the land tract for a living, and they generally are dedi -

cated to fruit growing, as usually happens at Valinhos, Vinhedo, Campinas, Suma-

rg, etc. It is no wonc=er that a five-people family, in this region, can live on

the production of one alqueire of land (six acres). This has raised no few pro -

blems as farmers cannot secure land deeds because the minimum IBRA size require-

ment is 8 to 10 alqueires (6:p.295). Farming rationalisation, soil quality, to -

chnological improvement, thanks to industrialisation progress will cause such a

situation, quite different from Bofete where farmers require at least 10 alquei-

res to be able to subsist. (7:p.105).

The "fazendeiro" (large farm owner) owns land generally over 40 al -

queires, although a few who own smaller ares are considered as such. Sometimes

the farm, as a production enterprise, may belong to one person or various part -

ners. The farmer may live off an on in the premises, permanently or can commute

from the city either daily or a few days a week. Regardless of his living on the

farm his responsibilities are "financing"sketching the farm policies, and handle

outside matters, as well as showing a certain "noblesse oblige" attitude(8:p.209).

In spite of the marked characteristics, one can find differences among them de -

pending on the structure and farm organisation. There are farmers who depend di-

rectly on their annual crops, on sugar cane production and who play the role of

sugar mill suppliers, who, in their turn, are the ones who exploit farms in terms

of an industrial enterprise, since they produce alcohol, sugar, celotex, paper

and several by-products, such as Harry Hutchinson fully described (8). That kind

of farm is an agroindustrial unit whose one or several owners can be Brazilians

or foreigners. There are the farmers who handle the so-called permanent crops,

such as orange, particularly in the Limeira area, as a main agro-industrial cen-

ter which has placed Brazil as the world's second largest producer. The agricul-
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tural and cattle ranches, although relatively smaller in number tend to be high

ly rationalized due to having a mechanised many fold crop along with a high qua

lity dairy cattle.

TABLE NY 2

CAMPINAS RURAL POPULATION DIFFERENTIATED PER SEX, 1970 *

County
Male

Number 7

Female
Number

Total

Number

1. Americana 2.091 57,38 1,901 42,62 31.357

2. Araras 6.597 52,18 6.022 47,72 12.619

3. Arthur Nogueira 6,980 3.679 47,29 6.980

4. Campinas 21.042 52,32 19.176 47,68 170.478

5. Conchal 1.749 52,01 1.614 47,99 3.363

6. CordeirOpolis 1.874 55,24 1.646 46,76 3.520

7. Cosm6polis 2.603 51,01 2.496 48,95 5.059

8. Elias Fausto 1.742 54,17 1.474 45,83 3.216

9. Indaiatuba 4.417 53,90 3.779 46,10 8.196

10. Jaguariiina 3.456 52,79 3.091 47,21 6.547

11. Limeira 7.240 52,19 6.634 47,81 13.874

12. Mogi Guagu 6.694 53,00 5.937 47,00 12.631

13. Mogi Mirim 4,166 52,37 3.760 47,43 7.920

14. Monte Mor 2.203 53,t9 1.939 46,81 4.142

15. Nova Odessa 1.077 51,41 1.018 48,59 2.095

16. Paulrnia 3.982 55,81 3.153 44,19 1.653

17. Pedreira 1.566 52,61 1.411 47,39 2,977

18. Piracicaba 13.003 52,62 11.709 47,38 24.712

19. SO Antonio da Posse 1.941 53,27 1.703 46,73 3.644

20. Sta Barbara D'Oeste 4.453 51,33 4.223 48,67 8.676

21. Sumare 4.147 51,19 3.650 48,81 7.797

22. Valinhos 5.707 52,69 5.125 47,31 9.834

23. Vinhedo 2.621 53,40 2,288 46,60 3.702

TOTALS 108.050 52,68 97.050 47,32 205.100(100) **

* Source: Brazil's VIII General Census, 1970.

** The numerical difference between Table n9 1 and n9 2 of 1304 for the rural
population are originated from the VIII Census itself.

A great part of the region's farmers can be considered as capitalists, entropre

nours, specially due to their greater educational level. The exclusive one-crop

4
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(coffee) farm, has practically disappeared from the area as a result of 1929-30

crisis and consequence of price fall in the international market during the

1960-65 period and of the coffee government policy. Any test of the farmers at-

titude will show that they have a wide insight into the world of business, sin-

ce they are closely bound to national and international law.

Within the non-owner class, one can find the "trabalhadores bracais "

(laborers), "camaradas" (farmhands),4'Aeolonos" (tenant farmer) or the "agrega -

dos" (household servant), who are mostly from other regions, or who move within

the region, or come from other states, particularly from Minas Gerais and from

Brazil's northeast. For some of these traveling workers, farm work is nothing
but a jumping place towards achieving- their goal that is, migrating to the ci-

ty; for others, to secure an income In order to return home, and still for

others, to find the garanty of a permanent living on the farm. There are "mino-

rity groups" among the laborers who have lived on the farms for over two genera

tions, as it happens on the Fazenda das Cabras at Campinas. Most of the laborers

are illiterate, or they have an incomplete elementary education, but the fact of

their high spacial mobility and that of being exposed to mass comunication, will

allow them to assimilate industrialisation effects more easily. On the other

hand, their lack of skill or qualification causes them to keep on handling the

hoe and the pick required by the soil, without producing visible tensions.

"The "meieiros" (cropsharers) or "parceiros" (harvest partners) are

the farmhands who exploit part of the owner's land (farmers and ranches) and

share the harvest according to pre-established usual ways and which give origin

to "meia" (half), "terra" (one third) or "quarta" (one fourth), depending on

landowner and worker sharing the harvest. "The "meieiros" (keeping 'One half')

originate from the area and have some kind of social relation to the owner of

the land. This "acquaintance" can originate from friendship, family attachment,

skill in production, worker's character and so on. The "meieiros" education does

not differ from that of the other farmhands. For classification purposes the

"leasers" were grouped in the latter, and it should be stressed that the social-

-economical level of such leasers is considered higher and they generally have

had secondary education schooling.

The "trabalhadores rurais" (farmhands) is perhaps the most shapeless

group, comprising processing laborers, and even those who perform more modest

activities such as wagon drivers or the stable man. This refers to farm workers

who live permanently on the premises, since they are provided with housing and

eventually a small piece of land (rine) for their own use, besides other bene -

fits such as social Security assistance whenever necessary, financing help from

farm owner or moral counselling. There are cases when the workers live in small
villagei or even in the cities, being transported to the farm on its trucks.
On the other hand, there are independent poultry fanners and brick makers in



this group and they live permanently in the rural area, although the brick fac-

tory owner usually has his home in one of the neighboring towns. As the degree

of mechanisation in the rural area and the industrialisation impact tends to

grow, the number of different farm activities seem to increase, without mentio-

ning the farm workers' family members and farmhands who work directly in the

factories which are located amidst farms.

In the non-owner ranks, the "administrator" or "managers" of farms ma

ke up the people with the highest social - economical status in the area. The lat

ter and their families live permanently in the work place, although they are

forced to travel even to distant urban centers because of their callings. The

administrators or :uanagers are high salaried employees, and they generally have

college level professions and their responsibility is to perform the farming

policy adopted by the owner_ regularly account for expenditures , hire and des

miss employees and to maintain the order and the authority on the farm(8:p.208).

The administrator's basic role, through his subordinates and in face of the mo-

dern necessities and requirements, is to sur:ceed in securing the productive par

ticipation and the primary integratien of the wlirkers' personalities, including

that of the less experienced and of more rudimentary farming standards. The

region's rural population. in a general way, is spread throughout the small set

tlements, rural communities or on farms, or even in "rural'ooroughs" (generally

a group of "orchards and small farms") united by the links of friendship and re

lationship which accounts for the way they are called peculiarly, as in the ca-

se of the Pires Borough at Limeira and Amarais Borough at Campinas and so on .

The new landscape shows the factory surrounded im workers' abodes, reminding ,

at first sight, of the old medieval castles surrounded by the servants' living

quarters-

4, LEVEL OF SOCIAL CONTACTS

To obtain an indicator which will show the influence of industrialise

tion on the Campinas region rural population, we stress the level of social con

tacts under three fundamental aspects: 1) Rural population's physical contacts;

2) Degree of family and friendship relations; 3) Contacts resulting from works

(either religious, amusement, social., banking and technical).

The analysis of the rural population's physical contacts reveals to

what extent they are tied to the area whose influence center is Campinas as a

source (terci.ary pole) of radiation, at least theoretically of industrialisation.

In order to test this situation it was compared with the influence exercised by

S, Paulo and Rio de Janeiro's metropolises, as well as with the political influ-

ence, of Brazil'g capital: Brasilia. It is doubtless that Campinas city exerci -

ses a great influence on many counties' rural areas which make up the micro-re -

gion. At least 17,33% of family chiefs interviewed travel from rural area to Cam

pinas, particularly "sitiantes" (small farmers) and "chacareiros" (orchard growers)



where they take their produce to, and the farmers who live permanently on the

farms, in order to handle matters relating to their business or profession. Tho

se who do so once or twice a week amount to 28,42%. All the rural occupational

groups are represented by a larger volume, in this area of contact with influ

ence center. Once every fifteen days 16,537 of those interviewed visit Campi -

nas and among them the "cropsharers" stand out They come for supplies as well

as to sell their produce or to do several activities, as we will see further.

The groups who visit the city once a month come to 15,52%. It is noted that the

greater concentration of contacts with the city of Campinas reach approximately

78,00% among those who travel once a month. Only 4,83% of the total have not,

up to now, had any contat with this city) due to their vital needs being satis-

fied within the local city's area of influence which are included in the Campi-

nas region. 10,68% do it once every 6 months whereas only 5,04% do it once a

year. Sociographically, this context of rural population's physical contact is

significant, when it is compared with a greater influence center represented by

the Metropolis of Sao Paulo. It should be noted that only 1,21% travel to S.Pau

lo's capital every day, and specially those farmers who are associated with the

region's productive life. Those who do it once or twice a week are equally far-

mers, a few "sitiantes" (small farmers), and farm managers or administrators

reaching 6,25%: 6,04% represent those who visit it every 15 days, whereas the

rural population who gets in contact with S. Paulo once a month comes up to

12,70%. Within the one-month bracket, for purposes of comparison, it is noted

that the same does not reach 27,00% of the total, whereas those who go to the

center ofthe Campinas area is 77,807. Distance and cost effects and transporta

tion facilities are undeniably responsible factors, but if you compare the fact,

one comes to the conclusion that 36,897 of the region's rural population have

never been to Sao Paulo. This is sufficiently self explanatory to show the inde

pendence of the Campinas region as compared to the metropolis influence. In fact,

even the metropolis' domination factors on the region's hinterland are slowing

down, and that is due to the fact that Campinas has experienced a greater busi -

ness expansion than the state capital, the ABC and the Paraiba Valley (9:p.10) .

This business decentralisation phenomenon in favor of the hinterland, followed

by the respective process of regional domination, is also due to the fact of em-

bodying rural and urban areas in its region which, on their turn, make up a high

power purchasing market (10:p.19).

Regardless of any discrimination, the Campinas region's rural popula -

tion contacts with Rio de Janeiro is only 10,877. of the total, Whereas contacts

with Brasilia come to an even lower 6,237. That shows Brazil's former capital

as having a stilt greater influence on the above mentioned rural population.

To measure the degree of physical isolation it suffices to observe that 76,81:

of those people have never visited Rio de Janeiro", whereas the figure rises to



82,05% for Brasilia, excluding, respectively the percentages (12,70%) and

(12,29%) of those who refused to provide any information.

TABLE N9 3

CONTACTS OF RURAL POPULATION WITH FOUR METROPOLIS

OF INFLUENCE

(Numerical data in percentages, 1971 *)

FREQUENCY CANPINAS SPAULO R.DE JANEIRO BRASILIA

Every day 17,33 1,21 0,20 0,00

Once or twice a week 28,42, 6,25 0,40 0,00

Once every 15 days 16,53 6,04 0,00 0,00

Once a month 15,52 12,70 1,85 0,20

Once every six months 10,68 11,69 2,21 1,61

Once every year 5,04 19,95 6,25 3,42

Never 4,83 36,89 76,81 82,05

No information 1,61 5,04 12,29 12,70

TOTALS
100,00

(496)
100,00
(496)

100,00
(496)

100,00
(496)

* Source: Author's survey, Project ATFX-3/71 carried out in 1971.

It is evident, in the rural society, that the family relation's imposed

social contact, family relation, best man's or even friendship, has a deep mea-

ning to permit the continuity of the social group as a microcosmic entity. Under

the influence of industrialisation it seems that this structure does not tend to

collapse as one.normally thinks. The weakening of relations among relatives can

happen when individuals of the rural population move into the cities. But, in

the rural areas, notwithstanding the industrialisation effects, these relations

tend to remain permanent. Figure number 4 is significant enough to prove this

fact, however: to emphasize the effects of industrialisation, one should examine

the demands of new relationships and contacts which force the utilisation of on-

ce exclusively urban works in order to face the expenses resulting from the in -

dustri al society's standards,

Considering the circle of family life and relationship., it can be noti

ced that 41,11% of the surveyed rural population visit their parents at least on

ce a month; 123 29% do it every day, mainly the small farmcrs, big farmers and or

chard growers; 10,68% visit them once or twice a week; 8,672 do it every 15 days

and 9,47% once a month. Those who keep in touch with -their parents once every

six month and once every year amount to 7,86% and 6,857 respectively. Those who

13



do not visit their parents, 26,21%, explain that it is due to their living in
the country's farthest states or even in distant countries of Europe and Asia.
Emphasis is placed in a significant number of small farmers, landless workers,
orchard growers, administrators, and some farm managers. A similar situation
occurs in the relationship with other relatives, sisters, uncles, brothers-in-
-law, nephews, etc. Along this line, the margin of monthly social contacts rise
to 53,22% as compared with the previous situation. On the contrary, those who do
not maintain any social relation with their relatives fall to 13,10% of the to-
tal, due to the fact that when parents are far away, the other family members
provide the continuation of such relationships, This is evident because only
those who informed to be isolated from any contact with their relatives corres
ponded with the workers group generally native of Minas Gerais or Bahia. A simi
lar situation occurs to the ones who perform several activities subordinated
to the farm environment,

TABLE N9 4

FARM PEOPLE'S FAMILY RELATIONS AND FRIENDSHIPS IN

THE CAMPINAS REGION

(Numerical data in percentages), 1971*

FREQUENCY

Visit to
Parents

Visit to
other
Relatives

Visit to
best men

Visit to
friends

Every day 12,29 4,23 4,83 7,05

Once or twice a week 10,68 16,13 7,46 19,96

Once every 15 days 8,67 16,13 10,68 16,93

Once a month 9,47 16,73 13,71 12,50

Once every six months 7,86 12,50 8,46 12,09

Once a year 6,85 9,88 7,66 6,45

Never 26,25 13,10 29,03 16,13

Once in a while 3,22 0,60 0,00 0,60

No information 14,7]. 10,68 18,14 8,26

TOTALS
100,00

(496)
100,00

(496)
100,00

(496)
100,00

(496),

* Source: Authors's survey: Project ATFX.3/71.

The rural population's social relationship is more evident when it
refers to friends, 46,4470 keep some direct interstimulation. This is frequent
in various occupational groups. The least exposed to the influence of ties of

friendship are the laborers, administrators and farm managers and the ones who
perform the most varied rural activities. The very nature of the administration

1 ,4
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and management works isolates them from any friendship dealings, when the farms

become an integral part of the enterprise system under the influence of indus-

trialisation, unleashing, in this manner, enough motivation for secondary social

contacts.

The God-father philosophy as a sentimentally-based social institution,

of Latin origin, has its experience and funcLionality in the above study area.

The god-father relationship is evident within at least once a month, and that

amounts to 35,68% of the total, and this relationship is widely described in

figure number 4. Approximately 16,12% entertain a certain contact with their

god-fathers once every six month or once every year. However, 29,03% admitted

not having any contacts, due to not having god-fathers, or because of being too

far away from them. On the other side, the weakening that this institution is

undergoing is symptomatic, in spite of the restrenghtening process undertaken

ty the Catholic Church. There is an impression that industrialisation permits

certain independence of people instead of their remaining tied to possible sa-

fety bonds, at least theoretically, for which such an institution contributes.

To go to church at least once a week is a must in the catholic Church,

and in all indications it is faithfully observed, since 36,89% do so. There are

some people from the different occupational groups with the exception of laborers

and those who perform several rural activitieb who attend church every day even

if there is no service at all. This minority group comes to 2,21%. In a polari -

zing situation those who have never attended church reached 13,91%. A minority

(0,20%) attends church occasionally. One cannot think and least of all, admit

that industrialisation leads to a decrease of social contacts with church. The-

re is nothing, in this region, in support of such an opinion. On the contrary,

church attendance has been strengthened by motor vehicles, a result of the gro-

wing Brazilian automotive industry. Hence, many of the region's churches are be

ginning to think of the parking serious problems, which is included in their

planning for new chapel construction.

Modern Recreational life is, in a certain way, associated with an in-

dustrial exploration's mass consumption, as in the case of movies. For such rea

son, we tried to detect the percentage of rural population among movie goers .

It was found out that 59,07% of the population does not attend movies, and among

those who do so, only 0,80% go everyday, once or twice a week 5,84%, 4,63% once

every fifteen days, and 5,247 once a month. 5,84% every six months and 7,05% on-

ce a year. Consequently, contact with movies is a still poor indicator in the li

ne of attendance in order to stablish a channel of influence. It is clear that

this occurrence is not because of rural population's lack of interest, but as a

result of an evident substitution as a result of television's marked influence ,

as we will see further along this work.

The social Contacts that impose people's health are, in a way, a sig

nificant indicator for measuring the in luence of industrial life. It is a known

.:s



4.aca that a great part of the rural population does not have medical services or

assistance for public health. In such a way that the contact that the rural dwel

let' has with physician and dentist shows, to a great extent, the great doses of

Urbanity and industrialism of the rural settler, mainly when the farm worker, as

a. client, has to pay for medical and dentist appointments. We found out, in the

area, that 70,387, have already consulted a physician and that from total popula-

tion, at least 28,42% consult a physicians once a year, whereas 19,35% do it on-

ce every six months and 10,087 each month. The nember of people that have to vi-

sit the physician every other week, week v or daily is even more reduced. Only..

21,377 did not go to the physician) considering it was unnecessary, due to ha -

%deg "good health", and this is evident among those who perform the most varied

rural activities. About 7,46% did not provide any information.

Dental treatment among Campinas rural per.ulation is doubtlessly advan -

cing and will change into a necessity as a result of its stage of industrialisa-

tion, although 27,412 stated never having been to a dentist, as usually happens

among "sitiantes" (small farmers) , rural workers and mainly with the group that

perform the most different activities. The majority, 59,46% have already had pe-

riodic consultations, and it can be noticed that only 7,46% avoided supplying

any information.

Contacts with bank organisations can be considered as another point of

reference in order to emphasize the degree of industrial influence in the rural

area; 70,912 of the ruraL people has the habit of going to banks. This table is

Significant because it evidently indicates secondary contacts which take place

mainly in industrialised cities. Only 23,587 have never had any contact with a

bank institution. This can be explained if one considers the social origin, be-

cause it deals mainly with laborers provenient from other states, or even with

those who perform rural tasks which do not allow any contact possibility with

such institution, due to the very nature of the Work they perform and the level

of payment which does not lead to bank saving. Farmers, small farmers, orchard

growers, etc, on the contrary, by reasons of their activity, have a direct con -

tact with bank institutions.

In the State of Sio Paulo and particularly in the City of Campinas,the

Agronomical Institute, is considered a prized organisation and it enjoys interna-

tional prestige. For such a reason it was considered as a point of reference wi-

thin the secondary contacts to justify industrialisation's influence, considering

that expectations are focused on a more rational farming- in face of industry's

competitive process. The rural population that has not had contact with the Agro

nomical Institute amounts to 53,63%, and this could lead one to think that its

influence in the area is relatively weak, but it should be pointed out that

35,12% of the rural population interviewed was made up of landless peasants, who

have apparently no incentives for looking up the Institute, and to this, one can



add 8,06% of workers covering the most different activities who have not equally

approached the Institute. But an exception can be added, small farmers and or

chard growers who have not looked up the Agronomical Institute are generally the

ones dedicated to fruit growing (figs and grapes) of the Vali.nhos and Vinhedu

area-

TABLE N9 5

FARM PEOPLE'S CONTACTS REGARDING INSTITUTIONAL WORKS

(Numerical data in percentages), 1971 4

Frequency

Goes
to

Church

Goes
to

Movies

Consults
physician

Consults
dentist

Visits
banks

Acquainted
with Agrono
mical Insti
t ute

Every day 2,21 0,80 0,60 0,00 7,05 0,40

Once or twice a week 36,89 5.184 1,41 1,21 20,96 1,41

Once every 15 days 14,92 4163 3,02 1,81 12,50 3,83

Once a month 16,73 5,24 10,08 3,83 20,56 5,44

Once every 6 months 5,04 5,84 19,35 22,98 4,83 7,86

Once a year 4,83 7,05 28.42 29,43 2,01 -12,29

Never 13,91 59,07 21,37 27,41 23,58 53,63

When needs 0,20 0,00 8,26 5,84 0,80 0,20

No information 5,24 11,49 7,46 7,46 7,66 14,91

TOTALS
100,00

(496)

100,00

(496)

100,00
(496)

100,00

(496)

100,00

(496)

100,00

(496)

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

Considering the total volume of the region's rural population, 31,23% maintain

direct contact with the Agronomical Institute. This percentage of farm workers

indicates a high degree of concern in order to orient their rural activities ra-

tionally. In fact, even landless farmers approach it to secure counsel and orien

tation, despite the fact that the Institute's basic function is research and not

exactly agricultural extension; however, the role of the Agronomical Institute

is not clearly understood by a few rural groups.

5. MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL CONTACTS

The hypothesis:- When the peasant society owns mass communication means

it indicates the high index of impact that the traditional rural population has

undergone under the influence of industrialisation. The means of mass communica-

tion media tend to prepare the field for the making of amass society or consume

tion society at which the industrial production is aimed towards market expan -

sion. In the Campinas region 52,01% receive news through television, whereas ...
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34,27% obtain it only through the radio and a mere 8,462 gather their information
by means of newspapers. Consequently nearly 957 of the rural population is under
the influence of mass communication. Even the landless occupational group of
workers are tied to this influence, notwithstanding many of them being dependent
upon the traditional neighbors word of mouth information (2,2 1%). Regretably,
the rural, population, by means of mass information, which should be influenced
by programs aimed at canalizing this productive force, is forced to watch irre -
verent programs such as the ones presented by Chacrinha, Silvio Santos and Fla -
vio Cavalcanti which are nothing but sensationalism. The rural audience as a con
sequence receives the influence towards breaking isolation and industrialisation
in an indirect and not systematic way tends to mike itself felt only by means of
commercials, which in its turn tends to develop its own necessities. of industrial
production in a consumption society.

TABLE Nc? 6

GUM MI S OE COMMUNICATION WHEREBY RURAL POPULATION

OBTAINS INFORMATION, 19 71

Channel Small
farmers Farmers

Orchard
Growers

Rural
Laborers

Leasers
and cro
psharers

Adminis-
trators &
Managers

Other
rural
workers

TOTAL

T. V. 63,27 58,00 22,66 54,28 65,38 40,62 37,50 52,0

Radio 2.7,11 8,00 65,33 32,85 19,23 53,12 47,75 34,27

Newspape.r 5,65 30,00 1,33 10,00 15,38 0,00 7,50 8,0
Books 0.00 2,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,20

Neighbors 015() 0,00 8,00 0,00 1,00 6,25 2,50 2,21 1

Experts 3,38 2,00 1,33 1,42 1,90 0,00 2,50 2,0/

No information
does not recei
ve information 0,00 0,00 1,33 1,42 0,00 0,00 2,50 0,80

TOTALS
100,00

(177)
100,00

(50)
100,00
('5)

100,00
(70)

100,00
(52)

100,00
(32)

100,00
(40)

100,00
(496).

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

The constructive role played by government experts toward spreading the

knowlege and the achievements of modern agricultural and scienti fic successes, ma-
ke up only 2)0170 of the total. This table is quite significant, not because of the

number, but due. to multiplication of the government experts' social roles because,
besides spreading new scientific knowlege among the rural population they are also

considered as broadcasters of news and information. 'The voluntary associations are

important mechanisms to increase the population's specialized interests, as stressed

by Lundberg, but many of the interests can be satisfied in secondary interactions

18



particularly those that do not imply associativisms (11). As the urban-indus

trial societies expand, there appear a larger number of voluntary associations

as a process of recomposition of people's social life. In the rural area, so

cial life runs inside the family, relatives, neighboring groups and the communi

ty. In the Campinas rural area, notwithstanding industrialisation effects, it

looks as though traditional institutions resist the converging effects of mo

dernisation and industrialisation, because only 17% of family chiefs belong to

sport clubs; 19% to religious organisations; 16Z, to cooperatives; 15% to unions,

and 23% to class associations, which represents approximately an 18% average of

the rural population that is tied to some voluntary organisation. Cooperatives

and class associations are mainly, and in a certain way, instruments to indus

trialisation influence, Since it indirectly imposes a certain concern over re

newel of production tecniques so that members can secure a higher level of sale

ries,

6. LEVEL AND EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS

Notwithstanding education as a social system being apparently indepen

dent of the industrialisation process, the latter changes, at last, into an in-

frastructure or as a consequence of same. A community educational system, or

that of a region which covers many communities, borroughs, farms, small farms
,

and villages, like that. of Campinas, can be considered in principle, as increa-

se in the municipal administrative-political systems of a primary level; of a

secondary level as theoretically dependent on the state power, and the same haE

pening to the superior or university (college) level. In the Campinas region ,

both in the rural or urban area it is worthy noticing that the federal power is

practically not felt, because Sao Carlos' federal University practically esca

pes this region's territorial domination.

Education as a social system although depending on the meeting of the

three political-administrative bodies, tends to manifest a certain kind of neu-

trality in regards to manifest or ostentatious caracheristios of the powers in-

fluence which warrant continuity of teaching, and making use of taxpayers for

such. As Miller and Torm (12:p.86C) manifest this neutrality is not separated

from a higher political interference due to the fact that the different-groups

associate different values to the educational system.

In the rural area where communities are underdeveloped, the occupatio

nal level is generally low, since educational institutions and particularly the

rural school plays an almost passive role (13:p.57). In the Campinas rural a-

rea, which is esposed to industrialisation influence and consequently to moder-

nisation, the population has higher educational levels than one would expect em

phasizing that the school's formal socialisation process is felt more on those

who have land, than on those who do not, and this is understandable for they

are from other areas of SI) Paulo State and Brazil, where school's demands are
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transferred to other activities, like when school children give up studies at
harvest time

TABLE N9 7

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF SAMPLING RURAL POPULATION OF CAMP1NAS

REGION PER OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS, 1971*

Small Farmers Orchard Rural Leasers Adminis Other
Educational

farmers Growers laborers and trators rural N9 TOV;l:

level cropsha & Nana- wor-

rers gers kers
II

Illiterate 14,68 0,00 22.86 32,00 46,87 11,54 35,00 101 20,36

Elementary
incomplete 33,34 16,00 18,57 45,33 43,75 32,70 25,00 155 31,2

Element ary
complete 35,59 14,00 34,28 21,33 6,25 28,84 30,00 139 28,02

Junior high
incomplete 3,96 6.00 8,57 1,34 0,00 5,77 10,00 24 4,84

Senior high
complete 7,34 24,00 5,71 0,00 3,13 13,46 0,00 37 7,46

College
Incomplete 0,00 2,00 1,44 0,00 0,00 3,84 0,00 4 0,80

College
complete 5,09 36,00 8,57 0,00 0,00 3,84 0,00 36 7,26

TOTALS
100,00
(177)

100,00

(50)

100,00

(70)

100,00
(75)

100,00
(32)

100,00
(52)

100,00
(40)

100,00

(496)

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71..

11) differential terms, the analysis of the Campinas region's rural popula-

tion's educational level shows a rate of 20,36% of illiteracy, a rate which is below

Brazil's average (50% illiterates), and above the 18,27. coefficient of illiteracy

for the Campinas County calculated in 1969 (.14:p. ). It is possible that if

immigration flows into the area is controlled, Mobral will attain its objectives

of doing completely away with illiteracy before 1980. The great mass of population

Which have been coming into the area recently, specially the landless people are

the ones who indicate a more marked illiteracy than the other rural groups(14,1 47.)-

rhe empyrical data which result irom survey are evident if compared to the global

data of the region' population, whose age bracket from 5 to 9 amount to 247,000,

Of which 206,000 are enrolled in elementary schools representing 83% attendance

(15:P197) -
Through quantitative inference we have a 20% rate who fails to attend

Or to register an elementary school. Such a rate strengthens illiteracy percen

tage.

It can be admitted that 59,27% of the rural population are within the
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elementary level (complete and incomplete), and several occupational levels are
represented in it. In this level there are farmer groups even the most modest
rural workers. From this number several have not finished elementary school,
with just 28,02% of the population's total completing it. Listed in the reales-
tate owner group, 26,94% have not concluded elementary school whereas 31,65% ,

practically inverting this rate, dth the non owners', as 37,69% are the ones

who have not finished and 22,61% encompass the ones who succeeded in termina -
tin& it.

In the Carnpinas _rural area, 12.137. of the population have the secon -
dary level education, and in their majority have already finished junior high

school, whereas 8,06% have college. level as in the case of farmers, small far
tilers and orchard growers who perform part time work on the farm. This situation
of high educational level is understandable if one considers the important tra-
dition that education has enjoyed in the region.. The Campinas Catholic Univer-
sity CUCC) and the Carrpinas State University CUEC) are the two great influencial
centers in the region and they are.. felt inclusively in the industrial field, re
gardless of other centers or higher teaching colleges spread throughout the

county seats. Table number 8 explains the percentual differences among the ow '7.
net's and nonoisners' group.

TABLE N? 8

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL or SAMPLING RURAL OWNERS AND NON OWNERS, 1971*

Proprietors Non Proprietors
EDUCATIONAL

LEVEL
lnterV.

n9
Positive
answer

rate Interv. Positive
n9 answer

rate

Illiterate 297 42 14,1.4 199 59 29,65

El ementary incomplete 297 80 26,94 199 75 37,69

Elementary complete 297 94 31,65 199 45 22,61

Junior high incomplete 297 16 5,33 199 8 4,02

Senior high complete, 291 29 9,76 199 8 4,02

College incomplete 2.91 2 0,67 199 2 1,00

College complete 297 34 11,44 199 2 1,00

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

A reversible, causal relation is, doubtlessly, the patents' aspirations
and interest towards their children's education. This relation can be explained
this way: as industrialisation impact increases so does the interest for a higher
level of education; as the interest for education rises so does the degree of in

dustrialisation. That is why this reversible causal relation demonstrates the

fact of educat ion being an infra-structure and consequence of industrialisation.
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When the family chiefs were queried on the educational and professional

level they de-sired for their children, most (19Z) of the informants showed a li-

beral tendency in their answers, making it a point that their male descendants

should choose the profession that interested them most , or the one they had a

vocation for, however 16% of the family chiefs insisted on indicating high level

professions for their children, such as physicians, civil engineers, agronomists,

lawyers and scientists. In a lower aspiration plan are the ones who favor tech -

ni cal professions (0,03%1 and those who show concern as to their learning a spe-

cialised (9 7,,P or semi-specialised (7%) manual_ experience. In a general way, the

parents advise their children to have executive jobs or some "hcnest profession".

The tendency is that the parents' concern and perception is turned to the city

or industrial influence, and this becomes evident. in the different rural groups,

except those of farmers. The rule, however, is that there is a tendency in all

rural groups for placing their hopes for their children to attain a priviledged

position in life. Approximately 10Z did not hint( or did not know, whereas only

1 7% skipped giving any indications, while )8X, favored "any profession except

farming", "he does not expect much because he_ is poor", "they are very young",

or still "they are already married", "they already have a profession", or "so -

mething better". A similar fact happens in relation to the professional expects

tion which parents have in regards to their daughters, although a marked number

(44%) prefer their daughters to take. the initiative in choosing their own profes

sion.

7.. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT' AND AGRICULTURAL CHANGE

Industrial economy, according to Marshall's Typology, must be examined

with the factors: land, work, capital and organisation in mind (16). The soil, as

Parsons points out, in economical-tradition, has been treated as a natural resour

ce, which, for economical analysis purposes, is considered given (17:p.1 4 6). Di-

mensions arid quality of the soil do not have a great meaning if it is not associa

ted to a form and system of exploration. That is, the characterisation of techno-

logy and the cultural values turned to land use, can serve as basic indicators in

Order to admit to what extent industrialisation is acting upon traditional struc-

tures of tendency (Occupation) of land, and the ineoming results of such influence.

In the Campinas rural -region, the tendeucy in the various counties is

desintegration of a part of a-ura) properties, due to the great value of same, due

to: 1) the strong process of county urbanisation; 2) spread of industrial plants;

3) agrioultu_re's emerging incidence as part time activity; 4) and as consequence

of the great money value of the soil; another sector of the properties .tend to

absorb small farms. Among the proprietors of land, those. who own small and medium

Sized properties reach 87% of the total, there remaining only 13% of large proper

ties, of which very few go over 320 alqueires paulistas (1,920 acres). In the past
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in view of the competitive process of industry and commerce,- many traditional
land owners, known as "Coffee Barons" or their descendants, sold their properties
and lured by the metropolis and the new industrialisation business, moved to the
cities,

An analysis of the origin of land ownership in the rural area, shows
that a majority of them originates from inheritance (28,62%) only outnumbeLed
by the purchasing process (60,27%) which means that there' is at present a pro-
perty renewal, coming to an ecological process of succession of the population
which once dominated the region with large and medium sized properties. Primi-
tive forms of land origin as ownership are still found in same far off inland
areas (1,34%). A more detailed insight about group description is found in ta-
ble n9 9.

TABLE No 9

ORIGIN OF RURAL PROPERTY ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT

OWNING GROUP. 1971*

Origin of property Small farmers Farmers Orchard
Growers no

TOTAL

inheritance 31,07 44,00 11,42 85 28,62

Purchase 55,93 50,00 78,57 179 60,27

Took over 1,69 - 1,42 4 1,34

Inherit ance and
purchase 2,82 6,00 1,42 9 3,03

Inheritance and
took over 1,13 1,42 3 1,01

Other origin 3,39 - 5,71 10 3,37

No data 3,95 - - 7 2,36

TOTALS
100,00

(177)
100,00

(50)
100,00

(50)
297 100,00

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATEX-.3/71.

The work, in empyrical terms, in the industrialisation process means
rational, systematic activities aimed at an optimum productivity. Before consi-
dering the subject of industrial_ laborers in an analytical manner, it is'impor-
tont to emarnine how labor and the farm-bound works are. oriented. In: this region,
in a certain way, ib as evident that agriculture mechanisation implies a strong
reduction of the population directly connected with agriculture, with the conse
quent reinforcement of terciary activities, and for that purpose the rural popu
lation tends to migrate to the region urban centers (Campinas, Limeira, America
na, Sumare, etc) . So, for example, in the city of Campinas during 1969, from a
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total of 67,107 people with piermanent jobs, both in the city and in the rural

area nearly 76% of that nurnh;i.r corresponded to tertiary activities and the re-
maining 24% to industrial employment. <9:4).19), and only 0,5Z corresponded to the

field of agriculture.

TABLE NQ 10

DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION OF

CAMPINAS BY FIELDS 6FACTIVITES

Field of Activities

Transformational industries 24,3

Non specified works 19,8

Business and warehousing- 16,2

Teaching, Health and Social Assistance 9,6

Ci Vil construction 6,9

Government Administrative works 6,7

Tr ansportat i on 6,3

Financing and Insurance institutions 2,6

Of fi ce works 2,3

Pub] i e services 2,2

University professions (college level) 1,5

Defense and Security 1,1

Agriculture, Cattle. raisingo EXtrae.tiVe 0, 5

TOTAL 100,0

Source- SERETTE

There still persist the most varied forms of land exploitation, hfsin

ming with those of the enterprise kind to traditional systems of "meia" (half )

or "ter a" (one third), The. "on one's own", "leasing" and "partnership" systems
of exploitation is made by a large number of small farmers and that amounts to

78Z, of this occupational group; whereas the number of farmers who work their

lands (come to 89t) and such a percentage drops when it deals with orchard gro -

oars who themselves bill the soil (64%) . That is explained because, many of them

do i t as a part time, and they transfer the land's explc.)itation activity to a

"caretaker" or a person who takes care. The general aveeage is 76,660
The "leasing" system in land exploitation reaches almost 6% of the se

Vera. ways of land exploitation. Mainly many small fanners and orchard growers,

as well as the farmers themselves try to lease. part of all the property for its



exploitation. Approximately 7% of small farmers, 9% cf farmers and 2% of orchard

growers rent their land to a third party.

TABLE Nq 11

USAGE OF SOIL IN THE
)

CAMPINAS REGION, 1971*

Discrimination
Sampling
Frequency

Permanent crops 265 29,28

Annual crops 200 22,09

Pastures 207 22,86

Woods and glens 100 11,04

Untilled soil 59 6,51

Unusuable soil 50 5,52

Other soil uses 24 2,65

-,.
TOTAL 905 99,95%

* Source:- Author's survey

The "partnership" system which is practiced in this region for the ex

ploitation of land is similar to the one witnessed in other areas of SZo Paulo

State and even of Brazil. "Partnership" is an agreement between the owner of

the land who grants usage to a third party, keeping the right to part of the

produce obtained by the other one, The Brazilian Civil Rights Code, Article num

ber 1410 recognizes,.inclusively, farming partnership as follows; "Agricultural

partnership is granted when a person allows the usage of land by a second party,

for cultivation, with produce being mutually shared in the proportion agreed u-

pon"' Hence, the "partnership" system can be shared in the following proportion

"half", "one third", "one fourth" according to stipulation and agreements made.

One can deduce that the "partnership" incidence is practiced mostly irythe far

off regions, notwithstanding people's resistance due to the spread of industria

lisation, as only 3% of the rural population utilizes this system; 2% of the po

pulation uses the most varied forms of land usage, beginning with those that

are "granted" with no payment up to the most diversified manners of partnership

and leasing as&ociated with direct exploitation.

A Teflex 0C exploitation's economical importamne lies in the form of

its occupation) getkirIc to reach high usage proportions if ,compared to other re

gions. The system of intensive farming stands out by the.advantages offered by

artificial irrigation and the kind of farming being performed. The survey data

can be considered as the region's most positive *results, since there was not a

source able to supply us with at least approximate indicators about the amount



of farming profitability

The inspection of the following figure shows that the proportion of

land usage in "permanent crops" is the highest (29,28%) particularly due to

fruit growing, in view of the soil's high price, followed by "annual crops"....

(22,0%) with sugar cane standing out The persistence of other annual crops

("corn", "black beans", "rice" and "potato") considered as little profitable,

as explained by agronomists, is due to lack of an accounting control by small

and medium sized farm owners.

The area of land set aside fox grazing; is equally worth noticing ....

(22,86% of the total), in spite of cattle growing-'s progressive decrease and

which tends to move to other places, or to transform into a more. rational cat-

tle growing activity covering:more limited extensions of land, specially in the

case of the care required by dairy product-ion. All of this can be witnessed in

view of industrialisation's demands which finds support in more rational and or

ganised activities.

The area has practically lost its forest reserves, since only 11,04%

of its surface is coveled by "glens" rather than "woods"; this is a direct re -

sult of coffee spreading throughout the country in the past, during which time

the virgin jungles were leveled to the ground without any forecast for future

needs,

6,512 of the total of the lands occupied are considered untillable ac

cording to rural population's testimonies, that is, not adequately usable, thus

making up an eventual resource for agricultural increase in the future, 5,52%

at least considering the tecnological means and money availability to drain out

flooded areas or fertilize poor soils.

Finally, 2,652 of the region's surface receives some attention as far

as usage is concerned, like those used fox quarry; sand mining or clay used for

china and brick making. In a general way, more than 3/4 parts, of its surface

are exploited. Such utilization of the natural resources is due to industry' s

motivation requirements or as an element of it, as it happens in Limeira, where

most of the citrus plantations are located, in order to supply the new juice

factories.

The agricultural transformation of the region is evident in face of

the tecnological means and work systems. The motor propelled farming implement

L6 another indicator that shows the technology stage attained by industrialisa-

tion's demands. A rational work with the minimum number of laborers is predomi-

nant in this 'region 's farming. The agricultural system "plantation" like in its

traditional form is practically non existent. The new "plantation" evidently

bears the industrial, mark, as it happens at Santa baxbata. D'Oeste, Piracicaba

and neighboring towns' sugar cane plantations. The capital disbursements for

farming machinery and processing equipment tends to eliminate labour to a great
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extent, with the latter's migration to industrial cities and their being a per-

manent unskilled labor force.

In the following table 12 are shown the motor propelled implements u-

sed by the rural population. The table can appear deceitful due to the rural

grOups that do not own land, such as laborers, cropsharers, leasers, administra

tors and including "orchard growers" due to their land being'no larger than one

alqueire (6 acres) and their impossibility to be worked by motor-propelled trac

tors and implements, as it would be uneconomical, and they would be idle mate -

rial, the same, as happens with animal pulled implements. On the other hand, if

one considers the group of farmers and small, carmers, the situation is opposite,

for the number tends to increase perceptually . Of the farmers and small farmers

together, a great number own ploughs (y21731) as seen in the following table .

The restriction would relate only to the sugar cane planter and fertilizer

spreads which show a reduced number due to the fact. that some leasers and admi-

nistrators own this implement, and the. same happens to sugar cane shredder which

is commonly used among "chacareiras" (orchard grawers) and other farmers.

TABLE N0 12

MOTOR. PROPELLED IMPLEMENTS USED Bi FARM WORKERS IN

CAMPINAS Rh ON. 1971*

Implements

Do not own
or have not
stated

Total
Have

496

Ploughs 69,11 30,86

Grills 73,17 26,83

Furrowers 83,26 16,74

Plantar and sugar cane
Fertilize/ spreader 91.93 8,17

Fertilizer spreader 88,10 11,90

Cultivator 89,91 10,09

.Furrow ridger 94,76 5,24

Lime spreader 92,53 7,47

Cart 7i1,58 25,42

RarVester 89,10 10,90

Shredder 81,84 18,16

Mild 88,10 11,90

....1
* Source:- Author's sumled.

A technological manifestation which expresSes the high stage of indus

trialisation influence is the system of work witnessed with the care of soils

for cultivation.
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TABLE N9 13

MOTOR DRIVEN IMPLEMENTS OWNED BY REGIONS' FARMERS AND

SMALL FARMERS, 1971*

Implements

Farmers Small Farmers
Total of

Have Have not Have Have not those who
N9 % n9 % n9 Z. n9 % have.

Freq.

Ploughs 65 36,72 112 62,28 32 64,0 18 36,0 97 42,73

Grills 54 30,51 123 69,49 30 60,0 20 40,0 84 37,00

Furrowers 28 15,82 149 84,18 24 48,0 26 52,0 52 22,90

Planter and sugar
cane fertilizer
spreader 9 5,08 168 94,92 8 16,0 42 84,0 17 7,49

Fertilizer
spreader 22 12,43 155 87,57 8 16,0 42 84,0 30 13,21

Cultivator 22 12,43 155 87,57 12,0 44 88,0 28 12,33

Furrow ridger 6 3,39 171 94,61 6 12,0 44 88,0 12 5,28

Cart 50 28,25 127 71,75 27 54,0 23 46,0 77 33,92

Harvester 15 8,47 162 91,53 12 24,0 38 76,0 27 11,89

Shredder 28 15,82 149 84,18 25 50,0 25 50,0 33 14,53

Mill 17 9,60 160 90,40 15 30,0 35 70,0 32 14,09

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

Upon examining the behavior of rural groups such as "chacareiros" (orchard growers)

"faaendeiros" (farmers) and "sitiantes" (small farmers), it can be noticed that

only 42,76% among them undertake soil analysis of their properties. For such

purpose they come to Campinas, Sumari Paulinia, Pedreira and Sao Paulo where

they find organised institutions for such a purpose; Thus they seek the services

of Campinas Agronomical institute, Ultrarertil at Sumare, and the Cotia Coopera-

tive at Sao Paulo.. In a lower proportion the organisations that sell fertilizers

such as Santa Clara, Quimbrasil, Adubos Viana, etc, are sought by them, and

still in a.lower proportion the analysis of such soils are requested from the

region's agronomists working for the Agricultural Extension Department.

SoaconserVetion is &well known practice both among proprietors and

farm administraors. The farmers, small farmers and orchard growers group, amoun-

ting to 44,10%, follow this practice; But in a general way the "contour curve" is

the most predominant system (17,54%), followed by "terracing and contour curve "

'4,31%). In reality few are the ones who use "Terracing" exclusively, (4,83%)

in the region.



TABLE N9 14

AGRICULTURE TECHNIQUES USED BY CAMPINAS

REGION EARNERS, 1971 *

T echniques
Small Farmers Farmers Orchard. Gjrowers TOTALS

Yes Not Yes Not Yes Not Yes Not %

Soil analysis 78 99 37 L3 12 58 127 170 42,76

Soil conservation 79 98 39 11 13 57 131 166 44,10

Soil corrective agents 100 77 33 17 25 45 158 139 53,19

Fertilizers 128 49 36 14 32 38 196 101 65,99

Copper fertilizers 100 77 39 11 20 50 159 138 53,53

Deffensives 134 43 43 7 46 24 2.23 74 75,08

Crop rotation 53 124 10 40 5 65 68 229 22,89

* Source:- Author's surveys Project ATEX-3/71.

The use ofsoil correctives is more frequent in the three groups men

tioned, as it reaches\53,197e of them; in the region, the tendency for the popula

tion to use lime as the most adequate corrective is 40,13%, certain farm people at

tempt to make mixtures such as "bone pawdex with chemical fertilizer and animal ma

nure" (2,824, On its turn a small minority (1,20%) uses lime mixed with fertili-

zer or zinc) according' to soil requirements, Remains of old techniques become evi

dent because modern and traditional customs tend to amalgamate.

The use of factory-made fertilizers has become.practicaaly a habit in

the region's rural Population, Due. to the high percentage (65,99%) of small far-

mers, farmers and orchard growers usage is a must in face of modern agricultu -

re's rational demands- The. practice_is to use nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus

simultaneously (32,053), whexeas the utilisation of fertilizers such as Manah

which, besides the three ingredients, contains sulphur, is required by 11,89% of

rural people. The utilisation of nitrogen alone (1,00%) phosphorus (0,60%), potas

sium (1-,00%) is relatively 'lower; the combination of both elements nitrogen-potas

slum (1,00Z); nitrogen-phosphorus (2,21%) , potassium-phosphorus (11002 ) becomes

evident, but not so much as the group that prefers the three elements combined.

The practice of using surface fertilizers, with is still unknown in ma

fly parts of Brazil and South America, is becoming a must, since 53,53% applies it.

23,18% of the resich's rural workers utilise nitrogen-potassium-phosphorus and in

smaller proportions each one, of these substances isolated or combined with one

another..

The use of insecticides is doubtlessly an agricultural task which binds

most of the rural groups, considering that 75,08% of owners (small farmers, far-



mere and orchard growers) do it Of course, the employment of insecticides de

pendFon the pests or diseases which affect crops, however, the following list

is both suggestive and self explanatory: Aldrim (7,25%), DDT (3,42%), BHC

(9,88%), Aldrjm -DDT (3,027.), Aldrim-BHC (2,427), Aldrim-SHC DDT (7,86%), BHC-DDT

(8,26%), Mires-Shell (7,66%) and other insecticides (1101%).

The proportion (22,89%) of land-owning-, rural groups who undertake

crop rotation is relatively low, and this can be understood in a certain way by

intensive farming or great yield farming particularly because of fertilizer usa-

ge as has been noted.

As an addition to the indicators that justify how rational farming

exploitation has become in this area., another indicator is the.marked concern

for the use of selected seeds which amounts to (,30,457o). The proper_ seed is

purchased in the County Agents, Ultrafertil and from other sourees besides so

me farming leaders who secisre.. their seeds from fomign sources.

Capital as a,production factor is closely associated with the latter,

and it is not like the soil and labor which are, to a certain extent, produc

tion's indpendent factors. The capitalisation of the industrial process is tied

to favorable historical factors, whose analysis in the region allows the expla-

nation of economical cycles of processes. Coffee development first and la -

ter the start of railways around 1870) consolidated the City of Campinas as an

influence pole in the hinterland cities, giving-way to oommercialisation. This

situation lasted until. approximately L950 when a great number of foreign inves

tments (German, English, American, Italian, Chinese and French) began to come

in. If Brazilian capital was an incentive in the application of the region's

small and medium sized industrial.plants, foreign capital was directed toward

Steel mills with a more elaborate administration and know how. Approximately

7,203 industrial_ enterprises dot the region, with a great many important indus-

tries spreading their plants into the rural area. 15,00% of these industries

are located within the Campinas County, with.many of them being the most impor

tent in Brazil, such as Robert Bosch with more than 4,000 employees in the pay

roll, 3,400 among them being skilled; ;,finger Sewing Machine Co. with 2,334 and

980 of them skilled laborers, General Electric with 905 and among them 256 are

highly specialized; Merck, Sharp and Dohme, Bendix do Brasil, B. F. Goodrich ,

Dunlop which belongs to Pirelli at present, and Equipamentos Clark. Paulinia

County has been awarded with Replan (Plateau Oil Winery) which is able to pro

cess 252,000 oil drums a day with an investment of over 530 million cruzeiros;

Rhodia (which operates both 3n the agricultural and industrial field) whin has

recently finished building its phenol plant the only one in South America; J.

Bresler S. A. a cardboard factory; Levefort S. A. abcat factory; Dekalb Agri-

cola do Brasia_a subsidiary of Dekalb Agricultural Research Inc, of North Ame-

rica and likewise Byline Agra Comercio Ltda. At the Americana County founded by



North-American immigrants after the Civil (Secession) War, there are 580 textile

factories, with a good many of them included in the fashion line where 15,000 em

ployees work. Limeira with nearly 400 industries, with Fumagalli (car wheels) stan

ding out; Miquinas Varga (brakes); D'Andrea (agricultural machines); Luccate (far

ming mechanics); Invicta (lathes) and a large number of shoe factories- In a ge -

neral way, on Dec, 31,1.967 there were 7,203 industrial establishments, 140,377 la

borers which produced 2.680,378,000,00 cruzeiross (22) with 492,288,000,00 corres-

ponding to Campinas, in which only 24,023 employees were used ( ). In the

agricultural line (field) for the Campinas' 1968-1969 agricultural year, there

is an estimate reaching Cr$ 116,526,000,00 the amount of merchandise transacted ,

with cotton standing out (59,5%) , coffee (18,7%)) and brown beans (6,4%). In a

certain way farm yield is much lower than the industrial output as far as commer

cialisation is concerned, which should not be &wonder when the social-economical

development envolves a high doses of industrialisation.

Capitalisation in the Campinas -region has a system which started with

basis in agriculture to be later outdone by commercialisation and industriali -

sation and finally with the rural area serving as backing up for industrial expan

sion, since the necessary infra structure was consoLidated for a new modular mo

tivation for industry in this area The capital investment followed a system ,

providing the necessary pattern so that the capitalisation of industrial growth

would not be weakened and this was followed at the same time by a change of ideo-

logy in the rural and urban mentality, in such a way that the rural and urban le-

adership attained a great achievement power, and that fact should be interpreted

according to McClelland's theory (23).

No less suggestive is the analysis to prove the stage of capitalise

tion, capital circulation, and change of mentali ty. For such, it becomes necessa

ry to examine the rural groups' behavior with regards to banking institutions

as well as the-good use loans se-cured. It is important, however, as a means

of illustration, to emphasize that in 1971 Banco do Bxasil's Clearing House cle-

ared 4,482,147 checks, on the amount of CO 4.620,995,8'13,84 and 470,271,104,00

out of that, being cleared through Campinas' Banco do Brasil_with credits being

diverted to the widest varieties of activities such as (commerce, industry, far-

ming, tourism, etc.,) amounting to Cr$ 444,846,790,29 ( ) .

Members of the rural population, when inquired about -requesting bank

loans, confirmed that 37,09% had_ done so, while 42,3370 had not applied for a

loan, whereas 20,563 had no condition to effect it, inaully due to their conditi

on of travethqs workers, as in the case of many of the. members of laboring groups.

Most of the farm owners (21397%) practically renew their loans every year.

The banking institutions that provide loans and financing to farmers

are in the following decreasing importance order: Banco do Brasil with 38,04 %

of the total, followed by Banco do Estado de Sao Paulo (S.Eaulo State Bank)....

(17,39%), Banco Itati-America (10,32%), Banco Comercio e, Indtistria de Sao Paulo,



(11,41%), Bradesco (Banco Brasileiro de Descontos) (10,320, Banco America do

Sul. (1,63), and other private banks (5,97%), 4,87% did not produce any informa-
tion. The largest loans granted, as one can notice, corresponded to Banco do

Brasi 1 .

Loans inferior to CrS 10,000,00 (L14 2,000,00) are practically made

by all banks and amounts to 47,82% of loans applied fox by several rural groups.
generally the bank policy is to try to grant loans when requested, with

very few turning down applicants. and this is the to many bank patrons who do not
possess the necessary requirements demanded by the lending. bank. This refusal per
centage amounts to 4,43X of the total rural populatiou.

In securing the loan, many fainter, have to pu.t up their rural proper -
ties as guarantee (30,62.74, and their farm production (9,2,5Z) their cattle......
(5,55%), farming implements (5,557), their means of transportation (1,22%) or
will present co-signers endoxsefs co- lateral ox -re.sponsible parties (14 ,80%) .

TABLE N9 15

MOST USED CREDIT BANK INSTITUTIONS BY REGIONS' FARMERS, 1971 *

Volume. of Bank loan
TOTALS

BANKS
Less than From
$ 10,000 10.000

to
20.000

From
20.001

to
40.000

.Erom
40.001

to
80.000

From
80.001

to
160,000

Above Varia
160.000 ble

Not
In-
d i -
crated

Freq. %

B, do Brasil 31 11 6 4 1. 1. 3 13 70 38,04

B, do Estado de
Sao Paulo 16 6 1 4-- - - 5 32 .17,39

B. Com. e Ind.
do Est -, S.Paulo 12 1 1 1 3 3 21 11,41

B.Itaii-Amirica 13 1 2 - 2 1. 19 10,32

Brades co (Blasi-
leiro Descontos) 10 2 2 - 5 19 10,32

B. Amirica do
Sul 2 3 1,63

Outros Bancos
particulares 1 1 4 1 11 5,97

16o obti.veram
emprestimos 9 9 4,89

ToTALs 88 21 13 9 2 2 17 32 184 100,00

47,82 11,41 7,06 4,89 1,08 1,08 9,32 17,39 100,00

* Source!-- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

A large number of well known farmers and small farmers have ready credit, due to
being bank patrons or being acquainted with bank managers. Many of the farmers who
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request bank credit point out that they meet with difficulties when they cannot

produce business references, or because of red tape, or because it is the first

time they have attempted to secure a loan, however, outside of those obstacles

they generally obtain the bank cooperation they are requesting.

The manner whereby a request for bank credit is presented shows the

mentality of this region's farm people, quite different from other parts of

Brazil in which many institutions such as ACAR, ANCAR, ABCAR, etc, attempt to

orient and supervise the credit of Loans and Savings Associations (Caixas Eco

nomicas) meant for the farm people. qenerally the bank credit in the Campi

nas area is aimed toward a rational application, such as enlargment and impro

vement of buildings, silos, etc., the purchase of fertilizers, soil correcti-

ves, electrification projects, implements, machinery and so on, with the idea

of securing a qualitatively improved and larger production.

The rural population, though a 'educed percentage (10,37%) secures, to

a certain extent, assistance. from Sao Paulo State's Agricultural Department. This

assistance is meant in the form of information, experts' periodical visits, con-

sultations, counseling) soil analysis, the teaching of new techniques and new

knowledge for the purchase of agricultural tools, implements and seeds.

Two fundamental factors have contributed to the development of the ru-

ral area one the eminently economical nature, associated with the variables :

capital and work (Parson: 149) and the other of a sooial nature cristalised in

its institutional meaning, whose structure aims at instilling a philosophy or

adequate activity "policy". These two organisational factors have been made to

feel in the Campinas region. Regardless of the economical factor, the institutio

nal sources which have affected this region's rural environment can be conside -

red: 1) according to official buxeaucratic conditions and 2) by the very inicia-

tive of the rural population in leading the rural innovation.

Of the official bureaucratic departments) some have disappeared, others

still remain and there were those which underwent progressive changes according

to the necessities of the rural problems. The best known organisation is the Sta-

te of S. Paulo's Agronomist Institute, known more frequently as "Institute Agro -

nomico de Campinas", which is a department of the Secretariat of Agriculture who-

se main calling is to undertake research and experiments in the wide. and complex

field of cultivated plants, soil and agricultural climatology. It was crea -

ted as a result of the Imperial_ Decree of June 27, 1887 and it has given incenti

Ye to the zegion's agricultural development as well as to the State of S. Paulo,

although its influences are deeply felt in different parts of Brazil. Its orga -

nisational structure oompxises: 1) General Directory', DiViSion of Auxiliary

Basic Technical Attivities; 3) Division of phytotechrilcal Biology; 4) Division

of Agricultural Engineering; 5) Experimental Stations Division; 6) Horticulture

Division; 7) Industrial Plants; 8) Soils Division - Technical Scientific Infor-

mation Service; an 9) Administration Division. The Campinas Experimental Cen -
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ter covers about 700 hectares and the experimental units comets) 5,000 hectares .

Research is done. in the field of coffee, cotton, sugar cane, citrus, general

fruit trees and oil-bearing plants, fibrous plants etc. In these works they at -

tempt to undertake introduction, adaptation, selection and variety multiplica

tion. fertilization, correctives, herbicides, rotation, harvest, warehousing

mechanisation of farm operations, planning of small agricultural enterprises

etc.

Another organisation of S. Paulo State's Agricultural Department is

CATE (Coordination of Integral Tecnical Assistance) which tries to render assis-

tance, through its various departments) to the farmer, by conveying him directly

or indirectly the conquests of IAC researches and of other center', and the ne

cessary scientific knowledge.

Cetate (Center for Technical Assistance and Training) (formerly Ce -

tree) is one of Cati's Departments that should deserve special recognition be -

cause it provides up to date courses for the agronomists and communication ex

perts in the region, as well as to all those who are associated with the prepara

tion of the rural man. CATI also has a section aimed at the education of the

young lamer, by taking cultivation techniques to him besides teaching him the

organisation of social clubs. Another Department is Nome Economics which strives

to teach rural housewives how to take advantage of the means they usually have

at their disposition in the rural midst.

For a greater efficiency of the rural extension work the Department

of Agriculture has divided the State of Sao Paulo in farm regions. Each unit is

given the name DIN% (Agriculture's Regional Division). Our local Campinas DIRA

comprises the counties: Arthur Nogueira, Cosmapolis, Americana, Pauifnia, JaguariG

nal Nova Odessa, sumare) Monte Mor, Valinhos, Vinhedo, Alias Fausto, Indaiatuba and

Campinas. D1RA is directly associated with County Agents, who give guidance ,

prepare programs and make inspection. The County Agents render free technical

assistance to the county's cattle ranches and farm properties.

The Campinas experimental Farm. Fazenda Mato Dentro, is supported by

the Biological. Institute of S. Paulo State, which is subordinated to the State

of S. Paulo's Agriculture Department. #1 great many livestock is raised on this

farm such as cattle, swipes, rabbits, sheep, tec.) in a special way, in order

to be used later as suppliers of raw material for the manufacture and sale of

serums and vaccines or as guineapigs to test these vaccines.

On this same experimental farm there are several sections which are

didicated to the stud of Vegetable Biology. Pest and Nematology Sections which

are a part of the Vegetable Parasitology Division; biseases of basic food plants

as well as olerieultural plants, together with the Section for industrial Plants

DeSeases which are both subordinated to the Vegetable:Pathology Division; the

Herbicides Section which belongs to the Agricultural Defensives Division; the
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Bio-Statistics Section which is part of the Technical Activities Division, and

so on. The purpose of this research center is to find means for the rural man to

produce more a better. (18:p.37). Usually the farmers secure orientation from

experts in order to fight against plant pests and diseases with insecticides ,

herbicides, fungicides, etc. but the results are not satisfactory, hence this

research institute, supported by ecology attempts to study and to find the way

to fight pests naturally by utilising the means which are peculiar or inherent

to the plant, soil or the pest itself. Since chemicaL substances are generally

poisonous, they can harm the soil, plants, people and animals.

The "Rural Social Service" ISR, a department of the federal goverment

which has performed a very valuable labor in promoting the rural worker, has

unfortunately, been discontinued having been replaced by another department cal

led SUPRA which, in its turn has been substituted by 1NDA and IBRA, which did

not succeed in performing its functions and have been recently reorganized un -

der the name INCRA (National Institute. for Cooperation and Agrarian Reform) .The

latter, in the same manner as the former ones, has an office in Campinas City

which serves the region, Its more recent work is to effect the registration of

all rural properties and from there to its scheduled innovations.

The Agrarian Reform performed at Fazenda Capivarl, durihg the Carvalho

Pinto Government, according to some observers was made with political and elec

toral purposes only, and it shows that a farm can be subdivided into smaller

properties, because certain problems of rural health endemic diseases tend to

persist as was found out in our survey taken by theCampinas College of Social

Services in July 1971.

The organisation of farms and small farms as truly productive enter -

prises with the proper accounting system and pertinent technicology, will beco-

me the core of rural. deveLopment and will be the reference points for the regio-

nal and nacional agriculture. It is enough to mention biro farms, the Meireles ,

a cattle and coffee farm which produces local high quality coffee and sets a

record in milk production, and the "Santa Qenebra Farm" at BarZo de Geraldo

whose cotton production shows the highest levels in the whole country.

8. THE RURAL POPULATION'S HOME APPLIANCES

An indicator which characterises the life standard of the rural popu -

L4tio6 is, doubtlessayl.the home appliances. This indicator, still shows another

function, that is to verify the degree of industrialisation's influence on the

rural population. It is obvious that the non existence of home appliances demons

trates a low consumption of industrialised home products. In those groups in

which the number and variation of equipment is presented it brings a motivation

fox transformation or already indicates a radical change. in the rural man'i; life,

thus incorporating him into the industrial society.

In a certain way, the work of most home appliances would be of no va -



lue should electricity not be spread throughout the country. It can be stated
that this region is sufficiently served by light and power, to the extent that
at least 80,637 of the rural population uses such power for light, whereas .

13,707 do it with gas, kerosene, or candle light; just 5,67% did not present any
information. It should be remembered that those who are not provieded with these
are generally the landless workers or the "marginal peasant", as Oberg (19:p. )

called him.
As basic indicators in the use of home. appliances, th, following ap-

pliances have been considered: refrigerator, stove, beater, liquidizer, dish
washer, washing machine, press iron, floor polisher and sewing machine which
work with electricity, or any other kind of power.

59,05% of tilt rural population uses refrigerators; 88-7 factory made
stoves although Lhe ones who own electrical stoves amount to only 5,43%, due

to the majority using the conventional stoves which work with gat or kerosene .

Countless bottled as distributors sweep the area delivering- their gas contai -
ners to users-.

'T'ABLE. N9 16

VOLUME OF HOHE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES OF RURAL POPULATLON, 1971*

Electrical
appliances

Owners No owners

Eletrical Non
eletrical

Total Eletrical Non TOTAL

eletrical

Refrigerator 199 68,627, 9 3,10% 208 71,727 84 40,77% 1 0,48% 85 41,26

Stove 25 8,62 211. 72,75% 236 81,37% 6 2,912 6 2,91

Beater 71 24,48% 4 1, 30 75 25,86% 21 10,197 3 1,45% 24 11,65

Liquidizer 170 58,62% 1 0,34% 171 58,967 10 33,98% 1 0,487 71 34,46

Dish washer 6 2.,06% 6 2,061 3 1,45% 3 1,45

Clothes washer 90 31,037 90 31,03:: 27 13,10% 27 13,10

Electrical iron 230 79,31% 33 11,37% 2.63 91,72% 154 74,75g 19 9,22% 173 83,98

Polisher 126 43,447 1 0,34T 127 43,797. 39 18,93% - 39 18,93

Sewing machine. 243 83,797, 6 2,06 249 85,86% 120 38,25% 22 10,68Z142 68,93

TOTALS 290 100,00 206 100,00

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

The electric- beater has not yet penetrated the popular homes as only 18,54%
of the rural population uses it, quite different from the liquidizer, as 48,37% of
the population uses it. The dish washer, no doubt, due to its cost and lack of ha-
bit in its use is still restricted to the rural high Cl.zs, since a mere 1,81X of

the rural population possess them The same. does not apply to the clothes washer
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or "washing machine" because nearly one fourth of the rural families utilise it.

It is evident that the electrical iron (78,41%) is apparently more spread, thus

eliminating the old habit of using the charcoal pressing iron which still exist

in just 11,89% of the families. The floor polisher is another appliance found in

33,226 of the rural residences. At last the electrical sewing machine is found

in 73,18% of the homes urhereas the manual kind is used by 5,64% of families.This

fact is understood, since Singer Sewing Machine Co. is located in the area, as

well as other home appliance factories.

On describing the use of home appliance5 by the different groups in

the region's rural society, a compared arQISSiS can be made, separating the ow-

ners group (farmers, small farmers and orchard growers) from those who do not

own land (cropsharers, leasers, farm laborers, ctc,). It will be noticed that

such home appliances are i,:liportarit, which is not news, for the characterisation

of their social - economical status. 11-le electrical appliances, in some cases

perceptually, tend to duplicate in the group of land owners, thus in the case

of stoves we have ,(127: ror the former and 2,91% (or the Latter; the beater....

24,48% and 10,19% 5 dish washer 2.,06% and 1,45%; the polisher 43,44% and 18,93%

respectively; as to the refrigerator, liquidizer, pressing iron and washing ma-

chines the differences do exist, but they are not worth mentioning.
The fact that the rural population uses modern, electrical appliance

equipment) must not be considered strange, because these groups belong in rather

high income brackets. including the unskilled laborers who earn the region's mi-

nimum wages, The tendency is for the rural people to become more and more incor-

porated in modernisation's process,

9. RURAL HOW AND THE FARMER'S SANITATION LEVEL

The home is not only an economic indicator but a social reflex of cul-

tural standards and the resident's status as well. The resident's physical struc

ture in C.ampinas region is another evidence to prove the degree of an adequate

symbiosis betveen industrialisation, modevnisation and agriculture. The fact

that 75,807 of the rural population's having brick homes is a marked index that

constructions are sturdy and healthful and it becomes even more expressive if

one stops to think of the well plastered, brick walls (8,26%), and those of brick

without any plastering (6,25%) makes up a minority; The adobe homes are practi -

Galli disappearing (6)40`0 , and the same happens to the roof-thatched ones (1,00%) .

Finally 82.7% mix several materials for their wall making. Consequently the struc

ture itself tends {o croate great differences between them end the others already

seen somewhere in Graz; I.

Although most house roofings are made of tile or zinc sheets (the lat -

ter in smaller proportions), a high percentage does not have ceilings (36,49%) .

T.t can be admitted that this kind of covering is outstanding among peasants who

are not well to do, while those who have better financial possibilities have ho-
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mes with ceilings (31,85%). Homes with ceilings are just beginning to appear in

the rural area, among farmers and small farmers mainly (22,17%), however some

of them build their homes according to more modern architectural standards, by

using double ceiling or aircushion (1,81%) to avoid heat concentration. Roof-

-thatched houses are practically non existent (2,62%) in the region. They use

the most varied materials as a mixture (5,0370).

The home floor in its dominating aspect gets some attention on the

part of the rural resident, tile, brick and cement flooring make up the majori-

ty (42,37%), followed by wooden floor boards low quality parquet blocks (26,81%),

while those who have high quality wooden floor boards or parquet blocks ( hard

wood) reach 13,91 %; The most modern and !Maim's houses with ceramic and marble

floor make up only 4,83%. A mere 7,83%, of the abodes have ground floor, and...

4,83% use the most varied materials mixed with the ones indicated above. The so

ciologists who have studied the homes in other rural areas of Sao Paulo State ,

and mainly in Brazil, can be surprised at he high level of house standards

which characterises this region, however, it is not a wonder that the contribu-

tion of innumerable factors (glass communication means, a great social mobility,

high purchasing power, ease in securing construction materials, etc.) permit

the construction of beautiful and healthful residences.

The state of maintenance of the home is not only an indicator of the

region's sanitation stage but as a result of implanting standards that are re-

quired by modern industrial life, as well. The maintenance of the house is a

very little developed standard in Latin America as a whole, both in the urban

and in the rural areas, however, under the impact of industrialisation's demands

there is a mentality renewal toward avoiding deterioration, specially. This be -

comes evident in the rural area under survey, since 48,99% of the homes are in

a good conservation state. To this number one can add 16,93% of the constructions

which are rather new, making up a total of 65,92%, Poorly kept houses 15,92% ,

old ones 10,48%, 4,03% needing repair and only 0,40% unfit for use; For 3,22% of

the homes the information was not enough for an adequate classification.

The region's rural home is not very different from its city counter -

part in its architectural shape, as in the number of rooms, depending generally

on the family size and on the owner's financial condition. In almost its totali-

ty (91,107) of the homes have four or more rooms thus emptied, 13,91% with four,

2.1,77% with five) 18,514 with si x, 10,28% with seven, 10,88% with eight and

15172Z witO% mere than eight.. Only 8,90% have fewer, being 4 ,23% with three rooms

and the remaining) one or two rooms. One out of these rectos is used as a bedroom

in 5,84% of the eonSiructrons, two in 32,86% three in 38,50%, four in 10,88%, fi

le in 3,42% and over five in 2,81Z. We gather that dpproXimately 82,24% of the

abodes contain between two and four rooms as dormitories. This rate is relative-

ly meaningful because anthropoxin problems and secrecy problems are driven out,

thus giving the home its adequate functionality.

1
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The Inter American Center for Living and Planning points out that "sur
veyors of Brazilian rural life agree that sanitation conditions are far from de-
sirable" (20:p.31). In fact, if we consider some regions such as certain areas
in Minas Gerais or the Northeast, Northern and Central-Western Brazil and even
S. Paulo's Northern and ,outhern coast one can accopt such a generalisation. Ho-
wever, the area under survey, can take on new per5pectives. if one conveniently
analyses the water, sanitation, destination of used up Water and garbage destine
tion indicators. The water that is utilised in the rural people's homes, showed
55,03% as being piped water, although they may have the most different sources
such as spring, fountain, artez_ian well, c,r just a cistern or well. In a smaller
number only 11,48% make use of spring, fountain) 30104% use the well, 0,20% get
water from streams, and 3,20% obtain water frcui dfferente places. 49,79% drink
this water in its natural state; 44,55% make use of filters and a mere. 1,20%
drink water after it has been boi led linty 0,26!' indicated they use mineral wa-
ter for drinking purpose-s.. lIcwever, 4,037 skipped givingany information on this
particular. The tendency among the native rural population is to keep themselves
from being contaminated with infectious diseases transmited in the water, whe
reas many of the traveling laborers there have no proof of fear of microbes that
would lead them to use water prof i laxy. On the contrary, many of them are dise
ase laden and do spread it and thus they contaminate the areas as in the recent
example of Schystosomosis appearing at Praia Azul.

On the sanitation line, only 0,43% do not have any kind of toillet
room, while the majority (92,32%) have it; Just 7,25% avoided providing any

information. 55,64% of the rural population have toilet rooms inside their ho-
mes; 36,08% outside and 0,60% both inside and out of the house. As to the type
of toillet bowl, the modest setting in which they are and the ones with flushing
water amount to 42,53Z of the ru.cal population. The septic tank or "little house"
outside the home is frequent in 23,177 of the people. The luxurious bathrooms
with grade. A toillet bowls amount.. to 1,20%, and they are to be, found in the

farmer's homes., Regretably 36,08% were rather bashful and did not provide any
testimonies on the subject. The. region's sanitation level is very high as com-

pared with other areas of Brazil, as in-the case. of "Palmital" and "Padre Wosso"
where. one's personal necessities are performed among banana trees and in the
bush, not far from the house. The existing latrines are built over the water so
that it becomes contaminated; there are families who use the same water a little
ways down the stream (204).32)0 or at Potengi which does not have a water and
sewerage system like most of the Lower rao Francisco /liver settlenents. In the
above mentioned village only the farm homes have the dry-wen kind, and only

the local elementary school is supplied with water flushing. The whole of the
population deffecate in the woods or among the brush. (21..p 4 9) ,

In the rural area where as a rule, there is not a sewerage system and
garbage collecting, the destination given to used up water and garbage make up
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indicators of the sanitation level. In the Campinas rural area 35,08% use under-

ground tanks previously dug up for such purposes and only 7,86% boast a sewera -

ge system which is nothing but an extension of the city system; 14,11% discard

it in the river or stream; 8,66% pour it somewhere in the property; 2,82% in

the backyard; 3,2'.3% in the swamps or among the. trees; 080% dump it in an aban -

doned old mine. (hole) and 27,41% stated having used various places. It can be

informed that the people who use the most primitive vays to dump their used up

waters, however, 50% act like the city standards, and this is due to modernise -

tion's own demands, since dumping used up water in back yards creates an oppor

tunity for insect increase and for producing unpleasant odors. The same applies

to garbage destination and because of that 22,98% of the -rural population inci-

nerates or burns it whereas 104 utilise. it as fertilizer, or they just throw it

among the trees (8,67%), identical to the ones who dump garbage in their back

yards (17,13%) o'r in the orchard, groves (9,870. Some prefer to dump it in an

open pit or ditch purposely open for that purpose (4,23%); and, 2,41% take ad-

vantage of the carbage. trua that passes by with garbage collected in the city.-

There are also those who throw- garbage in the river (1,81.%). Without a marked

habit, 15,82; of the population sometimes throws waste. in the river, sometimes

burns it, sometimes buries it. and so on.. From the sociographic description one

can analytically infer that the home cleaning standards and the casual equip

ment allows a high sanitation Level and as a consequence of its ljving stage and

the country man's behavior it is relatively high in the sense of assimilating

practices and eustans which are caused by industrialisation.

10. POLLUTION IN THE RURAL SURROUNDINGS

The change of physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the

rural environment with disastrous results for the country settler, vegetable spe

cies and animals are a,l.xeady felt in the region as a direct growth of industrial.

plants. This is true mainly when the stting up of industrial. plants are made in

a careless, unplanned manner with the purpose of foreseeing contamination of the

rural countryside.

Unfortunately, pollution is an objective indicator which becomes evi-

dent in a very advanced stage. Hence one can gather why in the above region only

14,922 of the rural. population became aware of the meaning of pollution. And

this its due to the fact that they are beginning to feel its effects, while

85,08% does not- experience such a fact.

At least four kinds of pollution are noticeable. in the Campinas region

rural population: 1) Atmospheric, 2) water, 3) soil and 4) sound pollution. The

atmospheric pcllution due to the accumulation of carbon dioxide felt by the pea-

sants due to the bad smell "bad odor" "they burn waste', by the exhaling of gas

particles and even due to the cars nitrogen oxide. The farm people who live near'

the paper ant cardboard factories, protest in the simplest manner by saying "it

/10
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is a shame! even the birds are dying because of the smoke these factories let

out into the air", "they release bad smelling smokes". The water and river pol-

lution, according to the rural peoples awareness, comes in second and they ex -1

plain that it is caused mainly. by the fact that factory wastes are dumped into

the rivers; "the water tastes bad", "the fish are dying out", "they are making

the water dirty ". Pollution has not alarmed only the rivet and lake fishermen

but they sort of forced the Agricultural Department to plant. fish in the rivers

with the spread of "pacils", "lambaris", forragers and fresh water shrimp, as in

the case of the Americana Dam and in other areas of Sc Z Paulo State, but the ru

ral population itself denounced that the polluted Nater affects their cattle .

The land pollution, though the rural population Who noticed it is small, is con

sidered as "weakening the soil", "the soil will not yield". Like wise in the sa

me proportion are those who indicated having noticed the sound pollution, mainly

as a result of the noise made by machines. It is a well known fact that the to

lexance of human hearing to noise is under 130 decibels. Factories located in

the country do net generally take the necessary measures to muffle their turbine

noises and as a result nearby residents feel quite uncomfortable due to exces -

sive night work noise- Under the heading of various forms of pollution we have

gathered the testimonies from people that have indicated both water and atmosphe

re pollution, sound and atmosphere pollution and some of them went as far as to

mention "mental" pollution or loss of ideology exereiced by TV as an insidious

means of poisoning the mind.

TABLE N9 17

AWARENESS OF POLLUTION ACCORDINg. TO RURAL OCCUPATION GROUPS, 1971 c

Farmers
--154.-

Orchard
growersPollution

Small
farmers

Laborer Crop-
shares
OT
Leaser

Adminis Other

trator Rural
or WOr -
manager kers

TOTAL

Atmosphere 20 2 2 10 2 - 1 37

Soil 1 - - - .1. - 2

Water 4 2 3 6 If
.. 3 22

Sound I - 1 - 2

Various form 5 - - 1 4 1 11

TOTALS 31 4 5 18 10 2 4 74

* Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX -3/7L,

The perception or awareness is more evident among land owners rather

than among rural workers who are landless people. Although there is a aertain
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volumetric correspondence between the two groups about the several kinds of pol

'talon, there is not, however, a correlation that can be meaningful between

bot:i groups, the linear correlation coefficient is .44 which indicates the smal

lest degree of perception and identification of pollution.

TABLE N9 18

AWARENESS OF POLLUTION ACCORDING TO GROUPS OF OWNERS

AND NON OWNERS, 1971*

Pollution Owners Non owners

Atmosphere 32 5

Soil 1 1

Water 1.2 10

Sound 2

Various forms 6 5

10.011.

TOTALS 53 21.

* Source:- Author's survey: Project' ATFX-3/71.

Pollution's control and studies in this region are the responsibility

of the Health Regional Division in its general aspects and the Environmental Sa

nitation Superintendency (SUSAN) which encompass all the problems of atmosphe

rie pollution and the STATE BASIC. SANITATION DEVELOPMENT (PESS) which is mainly

in charge of pollution. in bodies of irater. The task of these. entities, however,

due to their own limitations is far from meeting its objectives completely, as

they are social objectives, which include behavior, attitude and values to be

considered for an adequate change in the preservation of human health.

11. RURAL MIDDLE CLASS

If industrialisation is the main factor responsible-for structural chan

ges in occupational chooses, chiefly in the level of setniqualified work(24:p.22)

in the State of S. Paulo's urban oenters, is expectable that such consequences

will strike. the rural. area, thus affecting the rural population's occupational

diversification and differentiation. This becomes an evident factor in the re -

g-ion not only toward affecting the technological frame required by modern far -

ating, but also toward unleashing conditions capable. of altering the social struc

ture itself. That is what has been happening in the region) without producing

manifest conflicts or tensions among social classes, and this due to the pro

gressive rise of the rural middle class. With the appearance of the rural mid-



dle class there appeared a multiplication of status groups, permitting, on its

turn, a greater emphasis on social change followed by a transormation on the be

harior of people who go up or down the social hierarchical ladder.

TABLE N9 19

RURAL PEOPLES CONCERN OVER. SOCIAL CLASSES, 1971*

Owners Non owners
Thought about

Number of Affirma- Rate Number of Affirma- Rate
Social class. Interviews tive 9a Interviews tive

Answers Answers

Many times 297 60 20,20 199 18 9,04

A few times 297 87 29,29 199 44 22,11

Never thought 297 84 28,28 199 91 45,73

No information
does not know 297 66 22,22 199 46 23,12

*Source:- Author's survey: Project ATFX-3/71.

The proliferation of the region's small and medium sized rural proper-

ty led, to a certain extent, to lift barriers between the two traditional social

classes, that of the "rich", - great land owners - and that of the "poor", -farm

laborers-. The option became even more open and the farm worker stopped being fo

rever in debt with the farmer, as it used to happen in the past. The survey sho-

wed in an eloquent manner, in the rural groups, a concern for having reflected

or thought about the existence of social *lasses and this is symptomatic to the

definition of social condition in which the farm hand is found. From the total

of the sample, 15,74 have thought very much and often about social classes;....

26,41% have though a few times; 35,28Z have never given it any thought, and 22,58%

refused to present information indicating that they understood nothing about the

matter. By polarizing the attitude of those who own land and those who do not ,

it will be noticed that the former, at least 507; had some thought about the sub-

ject of social_ classes, whereas for the latter the number drops to 31,157.. Presu

mably the class conscientiousness requires an intellectual basis or obstraction

basis so that the farm people maybe interested on class subjects. This demand

would be a tendency for the definition of class conscientiousness or the aware -

ness of social definition in which the peasant is included. Of course, if awareness

is to show its deep tooted basis, it would have to denounce. not only the micro -

cosmic circunstances in which the individual is located but the power of projec-

ting in a broader analysis, for which macrosociologically the.. Brazilian global

society can be considered as a whole. Among all the farm people 37,90% Considered

the existence of three social classes in Brazil, although the rank in aathegory
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vary such as high class, middle and low, or rich class; middle and poor or still,

superior, middle and inferior classes. 5,44% of the sample. demonstrate the existen

ce of two social classes, with emphasis on the oppressing and oppressed classes

(rich and poor) or the poor and middle or "rich and middle" Only 2,02% suppose

that there is only one class: the middle class, although they point out their sub

divisions (medium-middle and medium-low). This farmer perception can be interpre-

ted as an image which generalises, starting as of the social situation existing

in the area. A small minority (1,21%) of the open minded people such as farmers

indicate the presence of four social classes in Brasil. Truly it is a symptomatic

fact that the majority (53,8670 of fanners havincommited the explanation of so -

aial_ classes which affects almost identically the owners' group as well as those

who are not, as one can see in table number /O.

TABLE N9 20

SOCIAL CLASSES IN BRAZIL ACCORDINq TO PEOPLE'S

UNDERSTANDING, 1971*

Owners Non Owners

SOCIAL CLASSES N9 of Afirma Rate N9 of Afirma- Rate

inter ta.ve, Z inter ti.ve

views answers views answers

Three classes:
(high, middle, low
rich, middle, poor
superior, middle,inf.) 297 122 41,07 199 66 33,16

Two classes:
Rich and poor 297 13 4,38 199 12 6,03

Poor and middle 2.97 2 0,67 199 -

Rich and middle 297 - 199 1 0,50

One class:
middle 297 8 199 2 1,00

four classes 297 4 199 2 1,00

there. are no classes 297 .., 199 1 0,50
does not know or
did not answer 297 148 199 115 57,79

* Source:- Author's survey.

The analysis of the sole of the dominating rural elite becomes complex,

either as stimulators of the middle class appearance, itself, or on the contrary,

doing everything-to hinder such arisal. As a consequence, the.middle class would

be an indirect result of industrialisation, thus creating latent stimuli for the

breaching of sociaL tensions. These two propositions are worthy being computed

at the light of empyrical data.

By comparing what the rural people think, if some (gess, in their opi-

nion, is taking advantage in relation to his class, one can infer self -explanato
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ry considerations; 35,68% of the total sample think that there are definitely

classes that are taking advantage whereas 11,70% answered negatively; 31,657. do

not know, 19,96% did not answer, and 1,00% presented the most varied answers .

The discriminative conception as to what the different rural groups do, inclu -

ding that of the fainters, does not represent any manifested motivation that such

tensions would be giving rise to the establishment of opposed social classes as

Marx used to think about "proletariate" and "bourgeois" exactly at-a historical

occasion when Old Europe's industrialisation was spreading and growing. It ma -

kes no sense in the region, since empyrieal data tend to reinforce Dahrendorf's

explanations (25:p.177).

TABLE 1.19 21

LIST OF CLASSES WHO ARE GETTING AWANTAgeS ACCORDING

TO ORAL PEOPLE, 19714

RateClasses that are

getting advantages:

N9 of

inter
views

Owners

Afirma
rive

answer's

Non owners

N9 of

inter

views

Afirma
tive
answers

Rate

1) High (superior, rich
ones, rich bosses) 297 91 30,64 199 68 34,17

2) Middle 297 4 1,35 199 3 1,51

3) Government representatives 297 1 0,33 199

4) Industrials 297 1 0,33 199

5) Incoherent answers 297 17 5,72 199 18 9,05

6) Did not answer 297 183 61,61 199 110 55,27

* Source:- Author's survey.

Both farmers and the rural laborers mentioned having noticed the existence of do

mination groups; perceptually the 35,68% and 33,87% rates were explicit enough

to locate the manners of exploration. The legitimity of comparison between owners

and nazi-owners reveals the interest of.a class and notexactly a class conscious-

ness ending up in a fight, because 30,64% of the total of those who own land are

deriving greater advantage like that of the "rich" While 34,17% of those who do

not own land state the same as ean be seen in table n9 21. Within the owners group

deserimination becomes even more especific since "deputadbs" (lowe house repre -

aentatives) and "industrialists" would be taking advantage. On the other hand the

different rural groups are explicit enough in pointing cut the nature of the ad -

vantage, which is &result of the economical situation and not of an ostensive ex

ploration as one could think at first sight. The data on table number 22 are self

explanatory and they will save extending this interpretation -too long.

5
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The location of the social classes in the place where the rural wor-

kers live and its self-classification within such social classes make up two

subjective indicators which have meaning in order to test the influence and in-

tensity of spreading motivations originating from industrialisation. One gathers

that the climax of inquiries hits hard on the manner middle class crystalises .

TABLE N9 22

KINDS OF ADVANTAGES THAT PRIVILEDGED CLASSES ARE

DERIVING, ACCORDING TO RURAL PEOPLES, 1971*

ADVANTAGES

Owners

Orchard
growers

Non owners

CroPiErAdminis
rer or trator
Leaser or Mans_

ger

TOTALS
Other
Rural
wor - N9 7.,

kers

Small
farmers

Farmers Laborer

Economical, money,
riches 11,30 6,00 15,71 18,66 32,69 9,37 17,50 75 15,12

All advantages 6,21 8,00 14,28 9,33 11,53 3,12 7,50 42 8,1,16

Better living
conditions 2,26 2,00 2,86 ...- 3,12 2,50 9 1.81;

They get what
they want 2,26 4,00 1,43 - 1,92 - 2,50 9 1181

They live better 1,13 2,00 1,43 - 1,92 - 2,50 6 1,21 LL

They're on top 0,56 2,00 4,28 4,00 1,92 9 l *SI

They have farms,
property 0)56 - - - - - 1 07 20

Did not answer 75,70 76.00 60,00 68,00 50,00 84,37 67,50 345 69,55

TOTALS
100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,0

Freq. (177) C50) t 70) (75) (523 (32) (40) 496

* Source:- Author's survey.

The total of the rural people who have a clear notion about Social classes comes to bare

ly 50% of the total existing io the region, as shown in table number 23. On its turn,

self classification in a general way showed that 3,85% were located in the high class;

42,14% in the middle class, with the figure dropping to 43,142 for those who were not

included within a given social class. Of those who are included in the upper class ,

2,82% correspond respectively to small farmers, 24,00% farmers, 1,92% leasers and

1,42% orchard growers. Practically the stratum of the middle class is the location of

all rural occupational group, with the same happening at the level of the lower class

stratum, in which some farmers and small farmers are located_ The rise of the rural mid

dle class is eminently a phenomenon which shows the bleaching of the traditional sys -

terns of social classes and in which it was unexistent; This rupture is owed to indus -

trialisation's palpable phenomenon, thus leading the rural population to a greater or. -

4
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cupational differentiation, at the same time that the rural elites had to trans-
fer their social executive roles to administrators and technicians, including those
in university level, to take over the enterprise managements The farmers and small
farmers who were not striken by this necessity to reformulate their social roles
practically went on struggling within the option of keeping the systems and tra -
ditional values. However there are few of these individuals, and even these rural
people in face of industrialisation's competitive process will be forced to chan-
ge, because, as the days drift by, traditionalism's last resistances will fall.

TABLE NQ 23

EXISTING SOCIAL CLASSES IN AREA, ACCORDING TO TESTIMONY

FROM RURAL PEOPLE, 1971*

SOCIAL CLASSES

Small
Far-
mers

Far-
mers

Orchard
gto-
wens

Labo-
rer

7

Crop- Adminis_...
sharer trator
or Lea or Mana
ser ger

Other
Rural
Workers N9

Three classes 11,30 22,00 10,00 9,33 23,07 6,25 17,50 66

Two classes:
Rich and poor 5,08 6,00 17,14 8,00 1,92 3,12 17,50 39
Poor and middle 9,60 12,00 2,86 1,33 11,54 6,25 2,50 35
Rich and middle 2,82 6,00 2,86 2,66 1,92 9,37 2,50 17

One class:
Middle 10,17 6,00 17,14 10,66 5,77 6,25 5,01 47
Poor 1,69 6,00 1,43 4,00 7,69 3,12 15

Four classes 1,69 2,00 2,86 1,33 OIS 6,25 9

There is no class 0,56 - 1,33 1,92 2,50 4

Does not know or
did not answer 57,06 40,00 45,71 61,33 46,15 62,50 52,50 264

TOTALS
% 1.00)00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00

Freq. (177) (50) (75) (70) (52) (32) (40) 496

TOTAL

%

13,30

7,86
7,05
3,42

9,47
3,02

1,81

0,80

53,23

100,00

* Source:- Surveyor's data.

The rural middle class cannot be considered as a segment of marginal stra-
tification, since their productive social roles are integrated in the fanning econo-
mical structure. Routinization of the skilled farm worker who commutes to the facto-
ry and back homey or the engineer, technician, as well as the realestate agent crea-
tes a separation, including that of defining rural middle class having a double va -
lue character. because he belongs to the city and the Covotty simultaneously. Perhaps
this kind of middle class is in a free growth if compared to the exclusively rural
middle class. This last one finds support in the standards- and values intimately as-

_

sociated with the country, or more specifically with agriculture. As this region's

farming requires, due to its very competition with industry, conditions and techni
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ques to make a symbiosis possible, the drafted individuals such as administrators,
small farmers, technicians and specialists, present themselves as representatives
of the new rural middle class.

TABLE N9 24

SOCIAL CLASSES FARM WORKERS BELONG TO, 1971s

CLASS

Small
Far-
mers

z

Far-
mers

Orchard
growers

Labor
rer

Crop-
sharer
or lea
ser

Adminis
trator
and ma-
nager

7.

Other
Rural
Workers NQ

TOTAL

High 2,82 24,00 1)42. - 1,92. - - 19 3,83
Medium high 5,65 14,00 10,00 - 3,84 - - 26 5,24
Medium middle 23,73 36,00 28,57 4,00 36,54 - 20,00 110 22,18

Medium low .12,99 4,00 11,14 20,00 17,31 12,50 20,00 73 14,72

Lower high - - 1,42 1,33 - - - 2 0,40
Does not know
no information 49,72 20,00 32,85 57,33 25,00 68,75 37,50 214 43,14

TOTALS
100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00

Freq . (177) (50) (75) (70) (32) (32) (40) 496

* Source:- Surveyor's data.

To what extent do the region's classes define themselve whether or not
starting from a marked deviation from Brazil's social stratification? Considering
the Brazilian social piramide, made up of high class (4,002) (although thid- data
is not considered as representative) , 26% occupied by the middle class (superior
middle 2,009., medium middle fa and inferior middle 18%) and 70% by the inferior
class (26:p.87). There is a tendency to change the panorama in the region with

the upper class made up by 3,837., the middle class by 43,957. and the lower repre-
sented by 53,229.. It is warned that middle class considerable increases with the
resulting decrease of middle class, with the upper class remaining somewhat. cons-
tant. This is evident and tends to prove the theory of social mobility of Lipset
and Zetterberg, when they say that for each rising (ascending) motion there is a
down (descending) motion (27:p.162).

The 50C18 1 estratif (cation represents most of the time what one could
call fixattons or social projections (28:p.39), frequently resulting from ideolo-
gical, economical ethnic anal even juridical factors) in this case, is it fit to

ask if the rise of the rural middle class in the region, as a consequence of a

competitive process between industry and agriculture, was followed by what kind

of ideological conotation? For such, if you consider three scales to deepen even
more the interviewee's perception, like those usfe by Germani in the Buenos Ai -

48 11...!
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res survey (29: ) . The first one consubstantiated in the oral stereotypes
supposedly more common, leans toward a prestige scale. The second one directed
toward the economical condition and the third one tied to the ideological con-
notation.

By correlating the spontaneous self-affiliation of class to the econo
mical scale, one can notice the existence of a high rate r = 0,94 (a product-mo
went coefficient drawn by the Pearson-Bravais formula).

Economical Scale Self Classification
Wealthy people 19 Upper class 19

Modest people 292 Middle class 209

Unprotected people 25 Lower class 54

An even higher rate was revealed by the correlation between self-affi
liation and prestige scale, amounting to an r=0,9 8 coefficient.

Self Classification Prestige Scale
Upper class 19 Superior class 18

Middle class 209 Middle class . 173

Lower class 54 Inferior class 79

Quite different was the correlation between self classification and
the scale of ideological connotation, due to the existence of an r a 0,53 corre
lation coefficient.

Self Classification Scale of Ideological Connotation
Upper class 19 Aristocracy 9

Middle class 209 Bourgeois 71

Lower class 54 Proletariat 82

On their turn the correlation between Economical Scale and the Prestige Scale ,

was r =. 0,88; the economical and ideological was r = 0,31 which clearly demons-
trates that in the building up of the rural middle class the influences of Ldeo
logical connotation which accompany modernization and Industrialisation's trends
are not Strong enough to show a possible cleavage between "oppressors" and "op-
pressed" which would lead to a class clashing. The rise of the rural middle
class, inclusively, made the tensions between "high bourgeois" and "proletariat"
less evident.

12. CHANGE OF 1HE RURAL WORKER'S SOCIAL VALUES

Although social values make up intangible indicators, they show a suf
Relent cristatisation or standardization in order to k)econte behavior's rethor
trends; hence the values Witnessed in the under devegoped rural Brea, by the an
cestors, are to to COnsidered as appropriate, fair, good and functional for the
new generations. This does seem to occur in the Campinas Reston, because the al
ternative goals transferred by means of mass communication from the Cities, are
creating and multiplying urban expectations in the rural population. The evatua
tion of value changes becomes complex because it pressuposes computing them at
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least in three different generalisations, which would indeed be self explanatory,

however, due to this work's limitations, only the family chiefs' values will be

computed in view of the di fferent options of the aims.

The rural worker is self appreciation of the situation in which be was

five years ago, (1965) can be explanatory. Fcr such, a five-i rem, Likert-type

scale was used, and that , for comparative effects is associated with the answers

by group of owners and not owners alone.

TABLE N9 25

RETROSPECTIVE PERCEPTION OF RURAL WORKERS ABOUT THEIR

PAST snuAriow, 1971 '

Thinks the was
much better or much
worse five years ago

PROPRIETORS NON PROPRIETORS TOTAL

n9 of

answers answer

Rate n9 of Affirm. Rate AVERA
7. answers answer %

GE

1. Much better 297 14 4,71 199 3 1,50 3,42

2. Better 297 31 10,44 199 28 14,07 11,89

3. No better no -worse 297 96 32.,32 199 70 35,17 33,46

4. Worse 297 109 36,70 199 58 29,14 33,66

5, Much worse 297 41 13,80 199 39 19,50 16,12

6. No inf 297 6 2,02 199 1 0,50 1,41

* Source:- Survey data.

The evaluation of the situation on the part of the rural worker, consist

in computing a series of factors, placing the ten pr*Ya ling social values in e-

vidence. Thus, 3,427 of the total Sample indicated be found himself " much

better " than now3 mostly among farmers, small farmers and orchard growers, and

this because according to testimonies "they had everything", "prices secured

were higher'', "his situation was very good", 11,89% stated having a "better" si-

tuation because the "occasion was better for the farm", "things were easier"

For 33,46% the situation was neither better nor worse because "they had always

had the same things", "the situation is the same, nothing has changed". Those

who stated their situation as worse amounted to 33,66% of the total sample; the

noxious situation they were in was explained taking into consideration that "the

financial situation was bad", "because of debts", or because they "did not have

a fixed job", "poor production", "did not own land", "depended cn others", "for-

merly there were worse conditions", "the soil yielded lase) "used to work on

the field", and so on, with other explanations. Final Iy 16)122 explained that they

thought "the situation to be much worse" because "disorganisation was spread throu

ghout the field" and there existed "an outrageous protectionism'', oar even be-

cause they "earned too little" and "fanning was abandoned". Whatever the causal
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factors to evaluate the situation, it was demonstrated that a great majority was,
at least, in a comparatively negative situation to the one which they have at the
time, as nearly 50% recognised their limitations. It is admissible that the so-
cial change is preceded by a disorganisation process, consequently before indus-
trialisation changed the rural worker's values, it had to undermine them, by pro-
ducing a instability before such values were institeetiOnalised as a system to pe-
netrate their farm worker is personality and motivate a push sufficient for econo
mical production (17:p.151).The proof is found in the projection of "goals" since
in a near future, that is (1976) , five years from noW , a great majority (56,85% )

think that they will find themselves in a much better situation than the present
one. This figure tends to rise if one considers the 19,55; of those who think
their situation will be "much better". The explanation for this optinistic percep.
tion lies in the fact that nirly bet eve "in the Len-year plan scheduled by the go
vernment", "by the government's action", in the opportunity of " good harvests "

"in the longing for life improvement", "better business" in the possibility of

"investing more money", "to the country's development") "in social progress", "in
technical development", "in securing better prices foir coffee" "on the fact that
their sons work for a factory, "one earns more in industry", "a good job, a good

placement in industry" and 90 on. At least four alternatives are visible in the
rural people's goals, as regards the fact that they expect a better situation
which can be summed up as follows: 1) the one originating from government inter-
vention; 2) of agriculture's success; 3) personal iniciatives and 4) opportuni -
ties created by industrialisation. The aims that lead to pessimism though shared
by the minority of the faim workers have a meaning due to being attributed to

"high taxes" or by the fact that "he was older'', or because. "he works for a li-
ving alone", or even because "he. owns Very little land", "rust- and pests in his
crops". The reasons above mentioned are also considered responsible.

TABLE N9 26

FARM PEOPLE'S PROJECTIVE AWARENESS AS TO THEIR FUTURE SITUATION, 1971 *

Owners Non owners TOTAL

N9 of
answer

Affirm.
answer

Rate N9 of
answer

Affirm,
answer

Rat a NQ

1, 1.1t.tch better 297 55 18,52 199 42 21,11 97 19 , 55
2 Re t ter 29 7 173 58,25 199 L09 54 , 77 282 56 , 85
3 Equal 29 7 39 13,13 199 30 15,07 69 13,91
4 Worse 29 7 7 2,36 199 7 3,52 14 2,82
5. Much worse 297 ii 1,35 199 1 0,50 5 1,00
6, Does not knout

no informat ion 297 19 6,39 199 1.0 5,03 29 5,83

* Source:- Surveyor's data.



In case things continue as they are, the farm hand will concentrate
his vision in future opportunities to improve his situation (46,57%) whereas

22,78% emphasized they will have many opportunities. Relatively, the volume of
those who said they will have few opportunities and no opportunity reaches...
15,22% and 7,86% respectively. Described along the line of owners and non owners
groups the rate for the former rises considerably to 72 ,052, while in the non
owners groups their hopes drop to 61,32% but in spite of that, trust in the fu-
ture is positive in both groups, considering that in value renewal, they do

not produce with the greater tensions and confltcts that could undermine the
farm hand's trust in ele future.

The optimistic insight into the future of this reglon's rural people
finds support in the fact that the system of values Introduced with modernisa-
tion was at least assimilated through a process of institutionalisation by

means of a progressive promotion, by undermining the resistance of the eminen-
tly agricultural, regional, old tradition. The proofs that the situation shows
can be seen; first, thrcugh the farmer's physical contact with the factories
spread throughout the rural environment, second by the activities performed due
to these factories; third, due to consumer's envolvement; fourth, due to apre-
ciation of industrialisation's consequences, the last items specially wi 11

lead to a confrontation and examination of rural man's values.

TABLE N9 27

FARM PEOPLES' PROJECTIVE AWARENESS AS TO THEIR

SITUATION IF THINGS CONTINUE AS THEY ARE, 1971*

4,10.

Owners Non owners TOTAL

n9 %1%19 of
an5wer

Affirm,
answer

Rate N9 of
answer

Affirm.
answer

Rate

1. Many opportunities 297 71 23,90 199 42 21,10 113 22,7t1

2, Some opportunities 297 143 48,15 199 88 44,22 231 46,57

3. Few opportunities 297 38 12,19 199 39 19,60 77 15,52

4. No opportunities 297 18 6,06 199 21 10,55 39 7,86

No data and no inform. 297 27 9,09 199 9 4,52 36 7,26

* Source:- Surveyor's data.

The physical presence of factories in the rural midst, does indirectly
exercise a certain kind of attraction to the peasant'S expectations which will
unleash flows of questions, and places him unconsciously in a defensive attitude,
and this in the first contact he makes. When farm people were inquired, they....
(65,32Z) spoke about the existence of factories in the area, while 23,947 denied
such a presence, 7,46% did not know and 3,22% were not sufficiently explicit.
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Separated in groups, the owners pointed out a smaller number of statements about

the existence of a factory near his property, whereas landless farm workers...

(6 6,33%) indicated the presence of factories near their work place. The physi -

cal presence unleash certain motivational expectations on the rural people in

order to secure new roles and these roles are not always secured due to their

being bashful people because of the rural laborer's professional status.

TABLE N9 28

EXISTENCE OF FACTORIES NEAR PLACE WHERE FARM PEOPLE LIVE, 1971*

ANSWERS

Owners Non owners

N9 of Aff Iry Rate Nci of Affirm. Rate

answers answers answers answers

TOTAL

AVERAGE

Yes 297 192 641,64 199 132 66,33 65,32

NO 297 76 25,59 1.99 42 21,61 23,99

Does not know or
did not answer 297 29 9,76 199 24 12,06 10,68

* Sources- Surveyor's data

Naturally the rise of new values as well as the conflict or the rural

person's own values in face of industrialisation will be understood considering

the attitudes they display in view of such a process. Thus, for example, the

great majority (45,36%) understand that the factory is bringing benefits to the

area, while 13,31% present restrictions, in that such industries "are not bene-

fiting", What is symptomatic is that the great mass (15,72%) practically do not

know whether they are benefiting with their presence in the region. One implies

that such indecision will gccount for the lack of a proper personal value toward

capturing some promotional interests.

TABLE N9 29

RURAL PEOPLES OPINION ABOUT ROLE OF FACTORIES IN AREA, 19 7 1*

Are or aren't

factories
benefiting
area'

Owners Non owners
TOTAL

%

N9 of in
terviews

Affirm.
answers

Rate

%

N9 of in
terviews

Affirm.
answers

Rate
%

.........._____

Yes 297 148 49,83 199 77 38,69 45,36

No 297 38 12,79 1q9 20 14,07 13,31

Does not know 297 38 12,79 199 40 20,10 15,72

Other answer 297 23 7,74 199 18 9,04 8,26

No data 297 50 16,83 199 36 18,09 17,34

* Source:- Surveyor's data.
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Among those who said factories are bringing benefits, the explana -

tions are based in the "work opportunities" they prOeide, in the "increase of

land value" "in bettering life standard", "increasing county income", "cons -

trucLion of good roads ", and so on. The farmers, also stress the support they

have been getting with the construction of factories in the area. Those who

present restrictions to the factories do so becaese they see their interest

directly threatened as a result of industry's competitive process, which forces

him to a certain kind of rationalisation; thus, many of them stated that"facto-

ries are not bringing benefits because they are luring farm hands away", "it

produces things that are not worth much") "it lures good employees away from

the farm" "harms the farm". la a certain way the social values tend to go into

crisis, thus causing maladjustments in these farm people's personality and re-

quiring a reformulation of its eminently ago -rural values. -When described in

owners and non owners groups the differences are not so subetancial as shown

in table n9 29.

Another perspective to locate the rural man in a radical envolvement

process of industriatisation is by inquiring into his role as a consumer. It

is known that the consumer's values of the traditional rural man are aimed ex-

clusively at those commodities that they produce themselves and casually prima

ry manufactured goods. In the case of the farmer in the Campinas rural region

the situation is different, because, besides many farm workers participating

in industrial life, 15,52% inclusive use industrialised products from the area

itself, Chemicals, fertilizers, animal feed, remedies, and farm machinery are

the items most commonly purchased by the farm people; It is obvious that this

change of behaviour among the country man will account for a change of values;

each manufactured product demands, for its consumption, A psychological re-de-

finition for the correct usage of said product, specially when dealing with

motorised farm machinery. At the S'io Francisco Valley, for example, the author

could notice around 1959, that jeep driVers who did taxi transportation work

between Petrolina and Juazeiro da Baia, used to drive their vehicles as though

they were galloping on horse back, and that was due to the psychological image

about the care of riding horses which was stCll in these drivers' minds. The

change of behavior implies a pre-establishment of pertinent values so as to

re-define or replace the rural man's former values. It remains to ask, then

which channels in the Campinas area lead the rural man to change his values .

Undeniably the means are many and varied, but three predominant systems must

be stressed.. 1) An empyrical condition, taken from the rural man's own experi-

ence; 2) in the form of intelectual rationalisation; 3) conflict of values. A

first one, implies a direct experience of the rural man in industrial works

such as labocers, managers, accountants, watchman, mason, mechanics, operators,

truck-driver helper, apprentices and so on, The second one implies an intelec-

t 1

5
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tual conditioning which he acquired with his formal education. Many of them,

upon obtaining their university diplomas, in spite their rural origin, started

work as chemists, engineers or even took the iniciative of setting up their own

candle or soap factories, etc. so they could exploit their properties later on.

Thus the latter's social values as well as the former's who changed their for -

mer attitudes and sentiments, do share definitions coherent With modern industri

al life, and they amount to 14,91% to the whole. The great majority of rural peo

ple (85,09%) who had few city opportunities, have to meet:their redefinition of

value in a more dramatic way, in face of industrialisation's demands.

Still within this line of value analysis, another question related to

the rural man's perception has to do with rural industrialisation's own conse -

quences. According to 50,06% of these rural people. rural industrialisation

could quickly bring about 6 slow down in the rural exodus because "everyone would

work on the field", "a greater work chance In onets on area ", "the farm worker

would stay on the field", "he would not have to move. in order to'have a better

life", "better salaries", "would strengthen farming". In short, the answers show

what ckinds of motivations a factory produces in.the rural Setting as it has al-

ready been happening, The Variable proof for computing these answers was extrac-

ted from analysing what the farm people think about the reasons why country folks

move into the city; 40,77% consider it for "better living opportunities"; 19,35%

"better economical conditions", 2,622 "better social conditions" and 10,08% the

three cases indicated above. There really is great coherence in the answers, sin

ce it is considered that 6,65% of the informants pointed out that rural indus

trialisation will be able to increase spacial mobility not only from the field

towards the city but from the city out into -the field as well; but for 9,07% des

pite industrialisation of the field being a reality, immigration into the city

will tend to continue, whereas 33, do not know exactly what will happen.

In the analysis of charges in the rural man's values, it becomes per -

tinent to examine what is happening within the family, this, however, would re -

quire increasing the subject which would then escape the survey's limitations .

However, one cannot avoid explaining the fact that the rural man's attachment to

the family's traditional ideology tends to persist in a smaller proportion than

those who had to adjust to change conditions imposed by industrialisation. In

these latter values, peripheral values are observed when traditional values have

been secularized by modernism in an ancomplete manner. The proof of change in fa

mily values becomes evident in the planning the family parents make as regards

their children; 50%, think that their children "will have a much better life than

the parents". Within this scale of values 30% realise their children will have a

better life and 6.23% think it will be identical .to theirs; a mere 5,047. think

that their children "will have a worse life; 7,65% did not give an opinion be -

cause they either have no children or they did not know (6,65%).
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TABLE N9 30

RURAL PEOPLES PROJECTIVE EVALUATION ABOUT

THEIR CHILDREN'S FUTURE, 1971 *

Small
far-
mers

Far-
mers

Orchard
growers

Labo-
rer

Crop-
sharer
or lea
ser

Adminis
trator
or mana
ger

_

Other
Rural
wor-
kers

N9

TOTAL

%

Much better 48,02 54,00 50,66 52)86 51,92 37,50 55,00 248 50,00

Better 34,46 16,00 34,66 22,e6 19,30 53,12 27,50 149 30,00

Neither better
nor worse 8,47 10,00 6,66 4,28 3,85 3,12 31 6,25

Worse 1,13 2.00 1,42 2,50 5 1,00

Much worse - 11. 11111

Has no children 2,26 10,00 4,00 4,28 11,53 10,00 25 5,04

Does not know 5,65 8,00 4,00 14,28 13,46 6,24 2,50 38 7,65

TOTALS
7 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00

Freqp (177) (50) (75) (70) (52) (32) (40) 496

* Source:- Surveyor's data.

The reasons the country folks present as to their children eventually having a bet-

ter life and a much better one (they make up 80,04%) is traced from the following

values: the tooling for the preparation of their children through study whose va-

lue was not enough for the great majority, ("they are studying", I want them to

study", "they have possibilities of studying", etc.)vor through the economical

means which make industrial society poseible,("I started from scratch", "I want

my children to be rich", "they will receive an inheritance", "they already have

an economic basis"), or through the technological-growth spread throughout the

area, "They have more technical skill now", "L want them to go to industry", "it

is possible to produce more now than before "); .or because they are included in

the progress of the area and the country; ("the country is progressing", "they

will suffer less with development", "there are greater and better conditons").

The above appreciation demonstrates that both owners and non owners and the se -

veral rural occupational groups have identical proportions in the projective eve

luation of their children's future which leads us to conclude how advanced the

change process of the rural person's social values is under the influence unleas

hed by industrialisation..
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CONCLUSIONS

1. On the basis of social contacts, the first hypothesis that industrialisation
tends to increase considerably the secondary social contacts of the Campinas
region rural people, was, on a certain way, valid. The contrast that occurs
between the physical contacts with the focus of regional influence makes the
sustaining ofsuch hypothesis possible, as compared with the influence of
the Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro (Guanabara) metropolises and the contry ca-
pital, Brasilia.

The social contacts imposed by family relationship, friendship and best
man, allow the continuity of the social group as a rural people's microcos-
mic entity; under the influence of industrialisation this structure does not
tend to collapse in the rural midst as it happens in the process of urban
growth, only the frequency of contacts is transferred from the family group
to the friendship groups when people are far from relatives, as it happens
among the rural workers who have been attracted into this area,

The search for some institutional services such as going to church, mo-
vies, medical consultation, dentist, attending to financial duties in banks
and their relation with the Agronomical Institute, permited to check the
hypothesis more emphatically, since the contact with such services imposes
relations of secondary contacts which become evident, although not ostensive
ones. This area of the social relatioship also serves as a basis to verify
the validity of the second hypothesis, specially those with the Agronomical
Institute, banks, cinema, dentist, and physicians are natives of the area ,
the same occdring with less frequency to outsiders in the area. It can be in
fered`that the;native rural people have assimilated industrialisation's in-
fluetncemore deeply than national migrants, and this is quite understandable
since socialisation processes canalizes such an influence.

2. On the level of manss communication and associativism the following hypothe-
sis is fully verified: the presence of means of communication denotes a hi-
gher level of industrialisation impact on the traditional rural society.This
underwent an opening from industrialisation's effects, not only through pro-
pagation, the listening audiencethat the programs have, but also because of
its latent communication effects both from TV and radio, implicit in adver
tising;.whichehd to arouse a desire for industrialised products among ru-
ral people. The simple fact that 86,28% of the rural population receiving
news by means of radio and TV, is a proof in itself. On the other hand, the
simple fact that the TV programs are prepared preferably for an exclusively
urban audience, although the radio presents some "hill billy" musical programs,
country folks tend to receive the spread of new ideas in identical proportions
as those in the urban area, as well as ideas, habits and techniques; however
their assimilation, is a result of the structural differences prevailing in

the rural area, hence the "farmers" boast an intellectual resource that al-
lows them to gather more pragmatic information fram books (2,0%), newspapers
(39,0%), technicians (2,0%), radio (8,0%), than from neighbors (0%). There
are other groups who are aware of information from neighbors, with the excep
Lion of the laborers who originate from other parts of the country, or becau
se they are isolated from any neighborhood. With this information one will
agree with the validity of the fourth hypothesis.

3, In the Campinas Region the rural population exposed to the influence of in -
dustrialisation and modernisation presents higher educational levels. The
fifth and sixth hypothesis can thus be proved. By listening to occupational
groups it became evident that the farmers alone do not present any rate of

illiteracy (table n9 7) whereas it is present in other groups, with this ra-
te being quite high among rural laborers (5%), cropsharers (46,87%) , laborers
(32%); by polarizing to this situation the groups who attain a complete uni-
versity level, corresponding to farmers (36%), small farmers (5,%), orchard
growers (8,57%). and farm administraors (3,84%). The living contact of far -
mers, orchard growers and small farmers with industrialisation is more evi -
dent, for instance than with cropsharers and laborers, which means that in
dustrialisation demands a sharp educational background from its workers, al-
though this demand is not seen among consumersof its products when seconda-
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ry needs are aroused unconsciously. Any way, the educational levels do reveal
that industrialisation has sculptured or has found a sufficient educational
basis for its expansion. Too, a reversible causal relation is presented in
This context, for as industrialisation increases, so does the interest for a

higher educational level; and as interest for education increases, so does
the degree of acceptation of industrialisation. The parents' aspirations as
regards their children's educational and professional level are too self ex-
planatory, because they do not only assume a liberal ideology of free choice
and not of transfer of their frustrations, as happens in underdeveloped
communities not exposed to industrialisation.

4., Upon verifying the seventh hypothesis, there was, first, a subdivision into

various sub-hypothesis which were considered implicitly, and in a certain way
all of them were confirmed and supported, starting with the very origin of
the rural property, which, under the influence of the property became more
commercialised and less proprietary. The work in the -rural environment is, on
its turn, more rationalised, aiming at an optimum yield, as has been found
out in the progressive decline of the "partnership" system and in the econo -
mical importance of soil exploitation through intensive farming processes, on
the advantages that soil analysis provides, artificial irrigation, refertili-
zation, the use of motorised farm machinery, soil conservation, use of correc
tives, surface fertilizers, defensives, herbicides, all of this due to the
farming technolegy introduced, along with the means provided by industrialise
Lion. Notwithstanding that, industrial-production has outdone agricultural
yield as shown by statistical data.

To understand the influence indicated in the area, the analysis of the

industrialisation process has proved that the orientation of foreign, natio-
nal and domestic capital cooperated toward rising such an impact, with.which,
the region's leadership secured, a change of mentality aS well, as proved by
the behavior of a considerable number of farm people. The incorporation of

organisational factors in the State government's agencies through research
institutions and county agents has contributed not only as an industrialise -
tion reinforcement, but, most of all, as a foundation for the very agrarian

industrialisation.
An evident consequence of industrialisation in the region is the incre -

ase in sharing the work, both in industry and in agriculture, getting to a

high specialisation level as well. The farmers boast specialists or profes -
sionals provenient from the urban area or at least less able in university
institutions, who change into agents of social change and modernisation. Thus,
the eigth, ninth and tenth hypothesis were valid, while the validity of the

eleventh and twelfth were considered on the same level of changes in social
values,

5,, The home appliance equipment proved to be an objetive indicator in the area

in order to show the high degree of influence in industrialisation. However ,

upon their being computed in terms of social-economical differences they be-

came more evident. Therefore, the tenth hypothesis was considered as valid

as a result of the empyri cal data gathered in the region. The fact that the

rural population has modern home appliance equipments must also be understood
due to the high purchasing power of the rural man.

6. The kind of abode, its maintenance in the region, place the highest sanita -

tion standards of S. Paulo State in evidence, and it should be added that the
sanitation services tend to be more and more accurate as a result of indus -

trialisation

7, Notwithstanding the very limitations of the analysis of the sixteenth hypothe
sis it was discovered that environmental pollution in the area can be a dan -

gerous result of industrialisation.

8. The sixteenth and seventeenth hypothesis were sufficiently confirmed, in that

industrialisation creates deep changes in the class structure in the rural so
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ciety. Hence the presence of a new rural social class to be confirmed. The
rise of the rural middle class, present two stresses in the region: 1) One
Wi.th a double feature quality because it is a class that shares both urban
and rural values, because many of its components are from the city or area
rural people who immigrated into the city in syrach of uNiversity education
or professional knowlege; 2) the other with an eminently rural character ,

this middle class is a result of an evolutionary process due to industriali
sation's effects which have increased the value of small, medium and large
sized properties in the area.

The general examination of social class structures in the area through
the rural man's concerns, understanding of those. classes, identification ,

wondering about classes that are taking some advantages, kind of advantage
and inquiries in order to penetrate the very Conscience of the rural man
and his self-affiliation within a class, as well as his standing in the eco
nomical, social and ideological scales, have felled possible tension areas

which would start the often mentianei class fight.

9, Finally, the arguments surveyed, though explanatory, were not sufficient to
prove completely the last hyporhesis about the change of the rural man's so
cial values under the impact of indutrialisation. It should deserve a grey
ter probing into the several areas of the rural man's life which are eminen
tly conducted by social values.
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